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- STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1934

VOLUME XXXIV.

No.

Foofball Broadcasts Book Edited
Masquers Planning
SOCIAL GROUPS GAIN
Will Be Continued
One-Acts Program STATE UNIVERSITY
By
Freeman
MANY NEW PLEDGES
SEES ENROLLMENT
Is Published
DURING RUSH WEEK
FIGURES INCREASE
Standard Oil Company Expresses
Belief That I t Is Success

Three Plays Are Chosen By Group
For Production Soon

Notice that the Standard Oil com
The Montana Masquers will present
pany of California plans to continue Latest Edition Is Second of Kind a bill ’ of one-acts some time this
its broadcast of football game an
month. The tentative. dates are Oc
To Be Compiled By
State University Fraternities knd Sororities Take 321 Students; nouncements was received by Presi
tober 18 and 19. The casts for these Total of 1,583 Students Attending School Here This Year and More
Professors
dent C. H. Clapp last week. The plan,
Sigma Chi Leads With Thirty-One Neophytes; Kappas
plays w ill be chosen following the try
Are Expected By End of Week; Fall Number Is Greater
inaugurated
last
season,
resulted
in
Pledge Largest Number of Women
"Prose Preferences," a book com outs the latter part of this week.
Than Ever Before According to Statistics
greater attendance at all football piled by Edmund L. Freeman, pro
“Gloria Mundi,” a melodrama writ
games In the ^Pacific coast conference. fessor of English at the state univer ten by Patricia Brown w ill open the
An addition of 2 6 students to the rosters of state university Greek
While the company admits that it sity, and Sidney H. Cox, assistant pro bill. The setting is in the waiting
A rising tide of student registrations Monday surged on unabated
letter societies since the conclusion of rush week last Saturday now profits from the greater use of gas
fessor of English at Dartmouth college room of an insane asylum.
as more than seventy students enrolled to make a grand total of
brings the total number of new fraternity pledges to 321. Eight fra oline by spectators who travel to the has recently been published by A s a second play, the dramatic
1,583 students now attending the state university. This figure will
ternities have pledged 171 men while 150 women have affiliated with games by automobile, it w ishes to “ob Harper’s.
group will offer a farce comedy, “The
be augmented by approximately sixty more during the remainder of
teji sororities. Of the 26 students w ho§-------------------------------------------------- -— tain the good-will of the student bodies
This book is the second “Prose Double Demon." This play is prob
■^this week and sixty more thereafter
have been pladged since last Saturday,
and friends of colleges and universities
Preferences” selected and compiled by ably one of the m ost cleverly-written
until the quarter closes. A grand
who w ill benefit through this activity.’
15 are men and 11, women.
Professors Freeman and Cox. This plays by the English humorist, A. P.
total of 1,700 by the middle of the
“In view of these appreciative re
Sigma Chi led the fraternities with
new book is more comprehensive than H erbert Herbert has also published
quarter was predicted Monday night
sponses (letters received last year
31 pledges, Phi Sigm a Kappa ranking i
the first and contains a collection of a satire on divorce and written several
by
President Charles H. Clapp.
commending the plan), we sincerely
second with 25 new members. Sigma
outstanding prose writings of every sketches for the humor magazine,
The unprecedented enrollment was
feel that this program was instru
Alpha Epsilon has secured 23 men,
“Punch."
kind and style. Among the authors
foreshadowed Saturday when registra
mental in filling vacant seats at fool
and Sigma Phi Epsilon has taken 21.
The final play, “The Golden Doom,"
Included in this book are Charles Hor
All File Applications (or Degrees
tion was greatest, and quick plans
ball games,” the letter reads.
Kappa Kappa Gamma topped the sor-1
New Members Added to Personnel
ton Cooley, Ring Lardner, William was written by Lord Dunsany. Like
And Some Get Teaching
were
made to use Main hall auditorium
Announcements as to games to be
orltles with 23. Delta Gamma h as|
Of Staff to Replace
Beebe, Dorothy Thomas, L. A. G. most of Dunsany’s works, it is set in
Certificates
and the Little Theatre as class rooms.
played will be made over the Pacific
secured 21 women and Kappa Alpha
Former Ones
Strong, Ernest Hemingway, William an Imaginary eastern country. Ori
Classes
were held there Monday morn
coast network of the National broad
Theta has 20 new pledges.
Faulkner, Virginia Woolf, George ental costumes and stage properties
Nineteen students a t the state uni
Several changes in the office per ing.
casting company and the Columbia
A list of those who have been
add
much
to
the
production.
Moore, James Joyce, W illa Cather,
versity were candidates for bachelor’s
Comparative figures prepared by
sonnel have been made during the
broadcasting system.
pledged since the conclusion of rush
George Santayana, David Herbert
degrees at the end of the summer
summer by Registrar J. B. Speer. The President Clapp after the close of reg
week follows: B ill McLure, Missoula,
Lawrence and Aldous Huxley. There t
session. Twelve students filed appli
istration
Monday Indicated that the
sh ift affects all the divisions of the
Phi D elta Theta. Don Lynch, Fort
are a total of 30 articles or sketches I
cation for the certificate to teach.
registration was now 20.6 per cent
business offices.
Benton; Bill Mill, Butte; Wilson
in
the
book.
Those students who completed their
The marriages of two members of over the corresponding day last year,
Smith, Eureka, and Alton Knutson,
work this summer and their majors
Each article or sketch is prefaced |
the staff resulted in two of the when 1,313 students matriculated. In
Shelby, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Ken
are: Francis Gallagher, Billings, law;
by
an
attractive,
bi-critical
foreword
I
changes.
Miss Mabel Murchison, for 1933 there were 747 men and 666
neth Hurt, Trout Creek, Sigma Nu.
Howard Bischoff, K alispell, economics
written by Professors Freeman an d !
merly secretary of the committee on women, whereas the present enroll
Francis Dean, Dillon; William Cocaand sociology; Florence Steinbrenner,
Cox, including Illuminating sketches
admission and graduation, and also ment is divided between 947 men and
nougher, Twin Bridges; Ralph Hove,
Missoula, economics and sociology;
about the writers represented. In the
Miss Georgia Stripp, office clerk, were 636 women. The increase of 200 men
Whlteflsh; Louis Forsell, Butte; Nels
George Boileau, Mill town, French;
preface
to
the
book
the
editors
s
ta
t
e
:!
married during the summer. Mips It0 date rePr«a«nts an increase of 26.7
Salmonson, Dillon; Frank Nelson, St.
Mary
Elizabeth
Strand,
Frazer,
“This second “Prose Preferences” i s | Masquers Will Offer Successful Murchison married C. H. Brewer, who per oenL Tbe Increase of 70 women
. Ignatius; Ed Sweeney, Butte, and
Student Union Structure Dedicated
French; Fern Flightner, Darby, Latin;
no more definite or inclusive than the
is employed in a governmental posi i3 12.3 per cent over last year.
“ Late Christopher Bean”
, Robert Peterson, Libby, Sigma Phi
In J u ly ; Dr. F. C. Scheuch
Maxwell H. Gates, Missoula, Latin;
Sixty Expected This Week
first.
It has bound itself by one more
tion, and Miss Stripp married Philip
Epsilon.
Bob Hamilton, Missoula,
This Year
Elizabeth Swartz, Great Falls, music;
Was in Charge
By the end of this week; when an
handicap: all the writers must hare
Rowe, now an instructor at the Uni
Sigma Chi. Luana Warren, Glendive,
Jane Tucker, Great Falls, journalism;
expected
sixty will register, the gain
been alive within ten years. It is
Barnard Hewitt, director of dra versity of Nebraska.
and Clara McConnell, Missoula, Alpha
“We learn to live with one another accidental, mixed, Impudently quirked
Emily Mills, Hamlton, journalism;
M. J. Mansfield r e p l a c e s Mr s . probably will be a flat 25 per cent for
matics, announced today that the Mas
Chi Omega. Mary Ann Evanson, For
William Hawke, Butte, physical edu su ccessfully only by training and ex by whim . . . But it bows only in
the men and 1 0. per cent for the
quers will offer "The Late Christopher Brewer. He is now assistant to the
syth, and Evelyn Hansen, Forsyth,
cation; Stella Marie McGovern, Butte, perience, which is education,’’ Baid challenging salutation and to hide a
women, when figures are compared to
Bean," by Sidney Howard, as their registrar, secretary of the committee
Alpha Phi. Rosemary Spout, Deer
education; A. M. Sandlin, Carson, N. Dr. C. H. Clapp a t the construction grin at its preposterous intent.”
those of the first week of fall quarmajor fall quarter production. The on admission and graduation, secreLodge, Delta Delta Delta.
Altha
D., education; Nobel Roy Stevenson, ceremonies for the Student Union
tary
of
graduate
study
and
an
inr
er’
Professor Freeman has been with tentative dates for the play are No
; Quinn, Columbus, Delta Gamma. Al
Hamilton, education; Edith M. Dun building, July 24. Dr. Clapp turned the English department of the state
structor in the department of social • ^ r* ^ aPP 8 analysis shows that 688
vember 7, 8 and 9.
lison Vinal, Missoula, Kappa Delta.
can, Missoula, education and English; the first shovel of ground for the ex university since 1919. He was an a s
Although the cast has not yet been sciences. Mr. Mansfield received his I s t u d e n t s and 895 former students
Margaret Lyons, Livingston, and Elva
Stanley Snyder, Great Falls, business cavation for the building. Dr. F. C. sistant in the English department at
chosen, work w ill begin on the next B.A. degree in 1933 and his M.A. de- are now enrolled- The new students
Minor, Livingston, Sigma Kappa.
administration; John Grierson, Hy- Scheuch, vice-president of the state Northwestern university in 1916-17,
play early next week. The cast is gree In 1934 from the state university, i ^ ^ P includes both freshmen and
Beatrice Trussell, Hardin, and Orllne
sham, business administration; Vir university, was in charge of the cere and during the war was with the
Miss Lola Dunlap succeeds Mrs | transfers. These figures are large incomposed of five men and four women.
Coates, Missoula, Alpha Delta Pi.
ginia Coles Hallam, Detroit, Michigan, monies.
United States aviation service. He ob The setting for all three acts is in Rowe as office clerk. She received Icreases over last year, when 50f new
Sigma Chi
Speakers included besides Dr. Clapp,
| library economy; Rita Mercer, Misher
B. A. degree in education in 1934,18*udents and 809 former students matained his Master's degree at North the dining room of a Massachusetts
D. A . McKinnon, state engineer of the
John Marsh, B illings; John Wil-1 soula, library economy,
and has been a clerk in the office for trIcuIat®d.
western university in 1924, and has home in the present day.
liams, Pendleton, Ore.; William Ma-| Those who filed applications for the Public Works Administration; Dr. P.
While Dr. Clapp hesitated to estidone other graduate work at King's
"The Late Christopher Bean" was the last slx years.
rion, Missoula; Joseph Spenker, Sanicertificate to teach w ere William T. McCarthy, member of the State
Miss Marjorie Mumm, formerly Miss ma*e enrollment figures for the 1934College in London. In addition to his first offered at the Henry Miller the
Mateo, Calif.; Tom Pajenesse, L ivings-i Hawke, S tella Marie McGovern, Fern Board of Education; Wallace Bren
work with Professor Cox in “Prose ater in .New York in the fall of 1932. Murchison’s assistant, is now working ^ school year, he said he would not
ton; Robert Sterling, Ronan; Calvin IFlightner, Elizabeth Swartz, A. M. nan, vice-president of the alumni as
surprised to find that it reaphed
Preferences,” Mr. Freeman has writ I t continued for a successful season’s at full time In charge of prospective
Battey, Billings; Wayne Simpson, | Sandlin, Virginia Coles Hallam, Nobel sociation, and Lina Greene, member
students’ correspondence. She preThis would represent a gain of
ten several articles on Francis Bacon run at that theater.
Moore; Sydney Wharton, M issoula; Roy Stevenson, Gladys L. Larson, H el- of the student executive committee.
viously
had
been
employed
for
a
y
e
a
r
'
approximately
20 per ce n t The preand his influence on English liter
Other successful plays written by
Excerpts from Dr. Clapp’s speech
vious high total for gross registration
Joe Davis, Helena; W illiam Swanberg, ena; Alice Marguerite Stukey, Great
ature. These articles have been pub Sidney Howard include, “They Knew and a half in Miss Murchison’s office.
Great Falls; Richard Pope, Missoula; F alls; Lewis E. Steensland, Big Tim- fellow:
was
1931-32,
when
there were 1,654.
Harold C. Christianson, who re
lished in “English Notes,” "Modern What They Wanted,” P u litzer' prize
"The only real education, the only
Jack Rimel, Missoula; Wilbur Gilbert, | ber; Dorothy R. Taylor, Troy, and
The previous high mark for fall quar
Language Review" and in publications winner, “The Silver Cord," and “Lucky ceived his B.A. degree in business ad-?
Dillon; Dayl Graves, Eureka; Albert Edwin Eikland, Fallon.
education of value, is self-education.
ministration in 1934, succeeds Stewart ter was also reached during 1931 When,
of the Modern Language association. Sam McCarver."
Johnson, Bozeman; Henry Loble, H el
Because of this, most students are
Thomas as cashier. Mr. Thomas re 1,482 enrolled.
ena; John Strong, Helena; Robert
probably more greatly influenced by
Dr. Clapp’s estim ates for the re
signed in July to begin a government
.W hittinghill, Helena; Frank Campbell,
Informal associations with fellow stu
mainder of this quarter and this <year
job at Fort Peck,
Missoula; Herbert Conrad, Conrad;
dents and faculty members and friends
Philip Roberts has been transferred were based on tl* ures of 8eTeraI pr®Anthony Gies, Great Falls; Charles
than by their formal instruction, how
from fraternity bookkeeper to FERA ced*n® years- U the fall increase is
Munson, Anaconda; William Rightever large that looms in actual study
timekeeper. A lem LaBar, Laurel, has cIosely paraIleled by Increases in the
mire, Missoula; Don Larson, Great jvStndents Interested in Dramatics and class hours.
been named fraternity bookkeeper.
| w*n*er and spring, however, his preF alls; Penn Cunningham, Missoula; j
Work Are Asked to Report
"The great failure of college edu Professors and Employes Are Added to Replace Those on Leaves
Miss Jeanette Duncan resigned dur- dlctlons w ln be very conservative.
-------- r —
Peter Murphy, Stevensville; Lester
Of Absence and Others Who Have Resigned
cation has been the great failure of
Ing the summer from her position as I
Explains Increase
E n g b r e t s o n , Stevensville; Jam es! Try-outs for playing parts in pro- mankind, the failure to develop an
chief telephone operator. She is reBr' ^*app 8 explanation of the treAdams, Kalispell; Henry Grant, C o l-iductionB of the Ma8<l uer8 w il* be held ability and a desire in m ost individ
placed by Helen Meloy of Townsend. mend0U8 jump in enrollment was that
Fourteen
new
faculty
members
and
three
others
who
are
returning
umbus.
j Wednesday from 4 until 6 o’clock for uals to lire successfully—which means
W illis Avery has been appointed as- ntimerotis high school graduates who
Phi Sigma Kappa
Iwomen- and Thursday from 4 until happily, beautifully and peacefully, after several years’ absence are included among the faculty for the
slstant maintenance engineer.
had been employed for a year or more
school
year,
1934-35.
The
total
number
of
faculty
members
is
now
Frank Kirkpatrick, Middleport, N. 16 °'clock
men’
____________________
in CCC work and other activities had
with all whom they come in contact
Y.; Verian McCauley, Miles City; Neil
TbeBe try'0Ut8 are
a11 students or influence in any way. The promo 104. The new instructors are Dr. E. Douglas Branch, Dr. Gordon H. _
,
_
,
' found it possible this year to attend.
Chidley, Missoula;
Lloyd Hoven, | who bave n<4 Pr«yl° usly eppenred be- tion, by providing the opportunity, of Castle, Andrew Corry, Mary E. D lck-4-------—---------------------------------------------Prospects of federal aid also were beHavre; Howard Champion, Missoula; | ore ^*rector Hewitt for an acting successful human relationships is one iuson, Helen M. Duncan, Caroline Grit-1ll8h A partm ent has been granted a
—
lieved to have* brought in many stufith, Dr. E. H. Hendrickson, Harry r , Year’s lea v e -o f absence in order to
1 .Lloyd Kemmesh;.Conrad; Phil M u ch -|tr*a1of the great tasks of higher education.
wb0 otherwise would not be able
Hoppe, Dr. Burt Johnson, Arthur Ka- carry on graduate study at Columbia
more, Missoula; Jack McClung, K el-|- AU unlTer8lty students Interested in
________
to attend.
"This building which we are begin
logg, Idaho; Lowell Purdy, Havre; 8tage work’ llkhtlnS' costumes or ning today w ill be a meeting place tona, G. A. Matson, Anna C. Moser, unlTer8lty’ In b ls Place 18 Harry R- Both Student and Faculty Members | While there was some expectation
Melvin Coffey, W olf Point; Ralph Rob- make-up ar« requested to sign the lists for the students of this university, and Captain George B. Norris, Dr. Rudolph Hoppe’ who recelTed his B A - de*ree
Present; One New Advisor
| that many would withdraw if they
lnson, Stevensville; Addy Morris, on t t e Lltt,e Theatre bulletln board it is to be hoped that through these J. Schlueter, Dr. George Finlay Sim- from the Unlver8,ty of California in
__ ___
could not obtain relief work, this bemons, Dean T. C. Spaulding and 1929’ and bls “ .A.-degree from the
Miles City; Charles Carpenter, H am il-jbefore tbe end of the week,
Central Board, A. S. U. M. governing lief has not been borne out. FERA
meetings and the opportunity for so
George
Yphantis.
same
ln8t,tutkm
ln
193°MrHoppe
j ton; Marvin Fletcher, Miles City;
"
"
body, will hold its initial meeting of work is regulated by the naUonal govcial recreation the building w ill pro
Dr. Hendrickson replaces Darrell al8° haa an M A' de«ree from the the year at 5 o'clock this afternoon in ernment, and appropriations are made
vide, the students w ill achieve the
! George Erickson, Miles City; Dicki M c U l V W f i t C T S
Parker in the department of speech. ! y alv8r8lty ° f Loadoa (King's college) Main hall.
Rigg, Havre; Joe Croy, Havre; John
*'
in proportion to the enrollment.
solutions of two of the greater tasks
He has taught a t the University of
Student members of the board are
-----------------------------which higher education faces today— Receiving his B.A. degree at the Uni California.
Shields, Miles City; John W allin,!
A t t C I lQ S u m iT lC lf
versity
of
Oregon
in
1925,
his
M.A.
| Rosebud; Kirk Noyes, Jr., B illings;
o
r
the wise use of leisure time and the
Miss Dickinson comes to the state Kenneth Duff, Butte; Jean Gordon,
| Steve Stockdale, Missoula; Collins
C o n i 6 r 6 1 1 C 6 H c f C improvement of man’s relationship to degree at the University of Iowa in university as a graduate assistant in Hamilton; Virginia Bode, Butte; P. j . l l O l i U t I U l J
I Johnson, Billings;
Archie Minde, |
_________
man. The hope that through educa 1929, and his.Ph.D. degree at the Uni English. She received her B.A. degree Malone, Billings; A1 Heller, Twin
C 0 f lf e f6 /lC 6
Bridges; Melva Garrison, Missoula;
Libby; Emerson Jones, Missoula; Bill I State University Is Scene of Big tion people will some day become in versity of Iowa in 1932, Dr. Hendrick
from Stanford university ln 1932, and
Smith, tiinrad.
J
Meeting ot.Fam ous Authors
spired by love, w ill choose by intel son has been associate professor at attended here during the summer of Betty Ann Polleys, Missoula; D ick jMore Tha|1 0 ne Hundred Fifty Are
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
|
In America
ligence, and will have the courage of Gustavus Adolphus college since 1932. that year. Now from Havre, Miss Brome, Butte, and Coliu Raff, Mis-1
present at Educational Meeting
___,______
• Stanley Young, Sommers;
Ben
------ i----action to form a word purged of tbe He is the author of “Dyslntegrations Dickinson haB taught two years in soula.
Breathing and Voice During Stut
| Oliver, Big Sandy; Bud McGiboney,I Noted writers and critics of the threats and causes o f quarrels and of
Faculty
advisors
are
Kirk
Badgley,
More
than one hundred fifty superin
Scobey high school.
Roundup;
Henry Jackson, Great northwest and mlddlewest were pres- wars among nations and among in tering.”
graduate
athletic
manager;
Dr.
G.
D.
I
tendents
and
teachers
from all parts of
Addition for Humanities
Branch Is Teacher
Falls; Leonard Sullivan, Manchester, ®»t at the fourth annual Writer’s con- dividuals, strengthens the faith we
Shallenberger, head of the physics de-1 the state attended the sessions of the
Dr. Schlueter is a part-time instruc
N. H.; Curtis Flint, Philipsburgj.D ave ference held at the state university, have in>schools and colleges. May
r. E. Douglas Branch, who was a
partment, and A. K. Smith, professor | third annual Montana Conference on
tor in the Humanities division. He re-1
Stewart, Butte; Jack Clute, Missoula; July 16. 1® and 17. This conference this building on this campus help in member of the state university sum
of law. Professor Smith was recently Educational Problems held at the
ceived his B.A. degree in 1926 and
Robert Healy, Missoula; Gaspard Des- wa® under the direction of Grace the achievement of these great goals/' mer session staff during 1934, has
appointed faculty advisor to the board state university this summer. This
Ph.D. degree in 1934, from the same
champs, Missoula; Richard Stallman,] Stone Coates, author of “Black Cherbeen named assistant professor of
by President C. H. Clapp.
conference was under the direction of
institution. He has taught at both the
Mlssoula; Les Jourdainats, Choteau; |rie s,” and Professor Edmund L. FreeEnglish, replacing Brassil Fitzgerald.
-----------------------------Freeman Daughters, dean of the eduUniversity of W isconsin and the Uni
Dr. Branch received his B.A. degree
Dan Wells, Butte; Alan O’K elly, jman< o( the E nglish department of the
versity of Iowa.
speakers and their top- ■
Butte; John Wright, Missoula; F rank!state university.
at the University of Iowa in 1924, his
Mr. Corry w ill assist in* Latin and
M.A. degree there in 1925 and his
Tyro, Dillon; Robert Erwin, Dillon;
TIle Purpose of the conference was
les were:
Miss Elizabeth Ireland,
English. He received his B.A. degree
Ross Young, K alispell; Earl Nelson, for the strengthening of endeavor
Dr.
All students, both men gnd women, Ph .D .. degree there in 1928.
state superintendent of public lnstrucfrom Harvard university in 1926, and|
Kalispell.
| among writers In their tasks, for mu- who are interested in trying out for Branch has taught at Oklahoma Agri\V . L. Davis, former student in th eition in Montana, “Educational Planthen attended Oxford university where
Delta Sigma Lambda
tual consultation, for counsel from in- parts in the operetta which is to re ultural and Mechanical college, Loustate university, and now of the U. S. ning” ; Dr. Lynn B. McMullen, presilie received a B.A. degree in 1929, a
Robert Young, Livingston; Foster etructors of writing and from writers, place the annual Hi-Jinx on the uni siana Polytechnic college, Purdue uni
Forest Service, reported to Camp Slat- dent of the Eastern Montana Normal
B.S. degree in 1930 and an M.A. degree
Polley, Ronan; Paul Snyder, Granton,!and for a general friendly purpose. versity amusement calendar are re versity, People’s Junior college ln Chi
ington, Mena, Arkansas, August >21, school at Billings, “Teacher Training
in 1934. He received the M. S. degree
Wls.; J. Seidensticker, Twin B ridges;]T he conference was a clearing house quested to see Dean DeLoss Smith in cago, and the Medill School of Jour
to assum e the duties of Silvacultural I for Rural Schools” ; C. G. Manning,
from the Montana School of Mines in
nalism at Northwestern university. Dr.
Bill Ogg, Missoula; Wilbur Hardy, tor the inexperienced, a forum for Main hall, room 305, this week.
foreman. He has been a member of superintendent of #schools at Lewis1931. He was a member of the fac
Huntley;
Donald Freeman, Bear those who know their way, and a conthe Forestry cruising crew at Camp {town, “Needed Changes<in the MonVocal tests will be given all who Branch has written several books.
ulty there for two years.
Creek; William Homer, Bear Creek; genial meeting place for all who have try out, but students are urged to “Sentimental Years” is to be published
Slat ington and previously was Cul- tana School La tv”, and Dr. N. D. ShoGeorge Yphantis is replacing Pro
Ben Berg, Livingston; John Ranney, given thought to the fine business of appear as early in the week as pos soon.
tural foreman at the CCC camp in waiter, state superintendent of public
fessor Clifford Riedell, who died durThornburg,
Arkansas.
(instruction in Washington.
Professor R. A. Coleman of the Engsible.
- (Continued on Pass Eight)
j writing.
( Continued on Pujje Two)
■'

Nineteen Students
Com plete W ork
During Summer

Several Changes
Made in Offices
Here This Year

Clapp Turns
F irst Shovel
For Building

Masquer Tryouts
To Be Wednesday

lor

H oward Play
W ill Be Fall
Presentation

Fourteen New Faculty Members
Begin Work at State University

tor

S t u d e n t G o v e r n in g
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Operetta Tryouts
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Page Two

Fourteen Members
Join Faculty Staff

The Montana Kaimin

( Continued from
Member of th e M ajor College Publication*
,
Represented by A. J . N o rris H ill Com pany. Call Building, S an F ra n cisco , 156 fc.
42nd St., New York C ity : 1031 S. Broadway, Los A ngeles, C a lif.;
1004 2nd Ave., S e a ttle : 123 W. Madison S t , Chicago, 111.

Subscription price, $2.50 p er year
P rin ted by th e School of Jo u rn alism Press

_ _ --T u r n
L b l b G fcl lU u f c l n t i K

MONTANA

Page One)

ing the summer session. Mr. Yphantis
received his B.A. degree from the Uni
versity of Toronto in 1926, and the
B. F. A. degree from Yale university
in 1930. His teaching experience in
cludes two years in the Art school of
Minneapolis institute. Mr. Yphantis
engaged in art research in Europe dur
ing 1932-33, and has devoted the past
year to historical mural design.
Mr. Katona will be graduate assist
ant in economics. He received his
B.A. degree from the University of
Wisconsin, and his M.A. there in 1931
l ^ j H e has done three additional years of
graduate work at the University of
Wisconsin, serving as an Instructor

This is the Kaimin’s first opportunity to welcome to new freshman there during the last year and a half.|
class and say. “ Howdy," to the upperclassmen whom we have seen| Anna C. Moser will be graduate asi /
l .
. i
fi
, ■. .
,
j
; l
-Isista n t in history. She received her
before, but we take the opportunity to °greet you and wish you
. history at the state uniu a, ■B.A. degree In
happy, successful year at school. In the past, the Kaimin has ottered versitjr fn 1933 Durlng the past Bix
a connecting link between the various departments of the state uni- years she has been teaching social
versity and between school and students, and it is our hope that we science in the junior high school at
may be able to carry on this work successfully.
[KallspelL
To all you students, we hope that you will help us and give us a
Johnson Replaces Witters
chance to help you. We shall keep it our aim to offer you the best
^
“ “ y „*
of the news on the campus and we shall maintain the newspaper in partment, received his B.A. degree
order that you may be given an opportunity to offer your suggestions from Park college in 1928 and his
to the student body and the administration. We want to encourage Ph.D. degree from the University of
you to use the columns of the Kaimin for your personal opinion, and Wisconsin in 1931. He has been a re
search and teaching assistant there
we shall maintain a column for your signed communications.
during the past six years. In 1931-32
These are but a few of the many services that we hope to offer to he was National Research Fellow in
the student body this year. In return, we ask your help and support the Biological Sciences, Citrus Experiof this, the students’ paper. In order to help us, you have only to ment Station. Dr. Waters has been
express your opinions of the editions we print, and to support, back] granted a leave of absence for the
and keep up interest in us. One of the best ways in which to h elp |fa" and winter c a r t e r s m order to
us is to patronize the Kaimin advertisers and let them know that t h e ”
* ' 0' r-ubiication the investigaKaimin directed your attention to the articles they offer for sale.
fcur BUmmerg w)th the offlce of bl|Bter
We shall try to keep these columns up to a standard that will war- rust control in the Department of Agrant your interest, and we hope that your interest will justify our riculture.
attempts. Again we welcome you to the state university and say to Professor Matson returns to the deyou, “We aim to satisfy. Let’s g e t together.”
!"artment of hlol° ^ after a tw° years'
_______________________ :____

leave of absence during which he has
been completing the residence requirements for his Ph.D. degree at

GIVE THE GRIZZLIES A HAND

It is never too early to attempt to create a little interest in student IWashington university in st. Louis.
activities here at the state university, but it often becomes too late j 'DJ* ^ ordon B' Ca8tle wl11 teach *“
,
.
.
i t
.1 ■ l . l j
ti
v • i i the biology classes formerly conducted
when die time comes around for he job o be done. The Grizzly L Dr M x Elrod who has been ffl
football team has opened its 1934 football season, and came to a during the summer and is unable to
ratherdisastrous blow in the first game due to poor practice conditions return to his teaching duties
Castle received his B.A. degree from
before the game.
However, the Grizzlies are pointing for their next game and will be Wabash college in 1928, his M.A. de
gree from the University of California
fighting for all they are worth to enter the win column, and they will
need more than a little show of enthusiasm and spirit when they enter I
their next contest. If they play in a home game, it is easy enough to
get out on the field and show your loyalty. Yells and songs will helpI
any club that is out to win, but only a spirited crowd of fans can
provide the necessary enthusiasm to make a club know that it has
a great deal of support
Although you students can get behind your team on home ground,
how do you support that team when it goes on trips? What do you I
do to let the men know you are pulling for them while they are on j
foreign playing fields? You may be able to follow them and organize
a rooting section that will let them know you are there, but more than
likely you will not be able to go with the team. In such a case, a tele
phone call or a few telegrams just before the game can put a great
deal of new fight into a team.
The Grizzlies are putting the last game behind them and are out to
start a new record in scoring for the rest of the season. They are I
doing most of the work, playing and practicing long hours to give the
state university some recognition. You can do the rest by yelling;
for them, supporting them or letting them know in some way that you
are'behind them every minute of the time. Let’s get behind these
Grizzlies and show them the enthusiasm necessary to produce a win
ning team.
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Clary, president of Pan-Hellenic coun
Betty Roe, a former student at the
cil, and Annie Evans, Big Sister Tea
university, was a campus visitor Sat
chairman, to greet the guests the an
urday, September 22.
nual Big Sister tea was held Sunday
Starting with Pan-Hellenic teas on afternoon from 3 to 6 o'clock at North
Dean C. E. Mollett of the,school of
Monday, September 24, and continuing hall.
pharmacy stated that there has been
through to preference dinners on Fri
Mrs. Maude C. Betterton, Mrs. H. T. an increase of double in the enroll
day evening, rush week for the soror
Wilkinson, Miss Alice Woody and Mrs. ment as compared with .the number of
ities of the campus came to a close.
L. W. Hubbard, new housemother of students enrolled at the same time last
— At —
Each of the ten groups entertained
Alpha Chi Omega, poured. The serv year. A number of the transfers from
daily with teas, luncheons and dinners.
USSMAN’S SHOE SHOP
ing committee Included Ossla Taylor, other schools have already had from
329 North Higgins
chairman, members of Mortar Board one to four years work In this course
Big Sister Tea
and representatives of several sorority before enrolling this fall.
With the reception committee com
houses.
Decorations were autumn
posed of Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman, flowers.
NOTICE
Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Mrs. Theodore
The Big Sister tea is given every
Brantley, Mrs. Frank Turner, Ruth year at the close of Freshman week.
There w ill be an important “M" club
■
Polleys, A. W. S. president: Willie The big sisters present their little sis
meeting at 12:40 P. M. Wednesday.
ters at this time.
All members be present as all avail
In 1930, and his Ph.D. degree from the
able help is needed in preparation for
University of California in 1934. He
Iionahne-McCaffery
the "M” club dance to be held Oc
served as teaching fellow in the de
The
marriage
of
Miss
Helen
Marie
tober 6. Be there!
partment of zoology at the University
Donahue,
daughter
of
Mrs.
James
P.
of California from 1931 to 1933. Last
GEORGE SAYATOVICH.
■
year he was county supervisor of a Donahue of Minneapolis, former resi
federal pest mosquito control project. dent of this city, to James J. McCaffery,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
J.
McCafDr. Simmons replaces Dr. R. T.
Florence Hotel Beauty Shoppe
Located in Barber Shop
Young, who resigned his position in fery of Butte is of general Interest to
the department of biology in order to friends of this city.
Permanent Waving a Specialty
Experienced Operator*
The
wedding
was
solemnized
in
the
■
devote time to research. He received
MARGUERITE B1ALORKE, Prop.
his B.A. degree from the University Church of the Incarnation in Minne
LUCILLE SPEHN, Oper.
Make our store your down
of Texas, 1921, his M.A. degree, 1922, apolis, Saturday, September 15. Mr.
Phone 5459
Missoula, Mont.
town headquarters.
and his Ph.D. degree from the Uni and Mrs. McCaffery will make their
versity of Chicago, 1934. Dr. Simmons home In Butte, where Mr. McCaffery
ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE
has taught at the University of Texas, Is associated with his father in the
and Western Reserve university. From practice of law.
Mrs. McCaffery attended the state
1923 to 1926 he was leader of the Blos
l e t Us Do Your Cleaning and
Pressing
som South Atlantic expedition, spend university here during the year of
ing the three years in exploration and 1932-33. She is a member of Kappa
D elinry Service
study among South Atlantic islands Kappa Gamma sorority. Mr. McCaf
HARRY’S
TAILOR
SHOP
Florence Hotel Bldg.
fery
attended
Leland
Stanford
univer
and in Africa and South America. He
devoted much of the five succeeding sity In California and was graduated
years to work on the vertebrate ma from the law school of the state uni
teria collected and brought back for versity here last June.

Pharmacy School
Shows Increase

Society

Old Shoes Repaired
Right

Drugs

Candy
■Cigarettes
Fountain
Lunch

Students. .

PUBLIC

DRUG STO R E

several eastern museums.
Lloyd Miller, '32, has a position on
Dean Spaulding Back
Dean T. C. Spaulding of the forestry the Bureau of Animal Husbandry at
Washington,
D. C„ where he will be
school has returned after a leave of
absence, during which he served as employed for some time.
administrator of state relief.
Captain Norris of the United States
infantry will fill the vacancy left by
the transfer of Captain Fred B.
Rogers, associate professor of military
science, to Fort Leavenworth. Cap
tain Norris was an Instructor in the
and will be glad to have you
R. O. T. C. at the University of Illi
trade with us.
nois from 1923 to 1927.
We know you’ll like the
Helen Duncan, who received her
University of Montana.
B.A. degree in 1934 from the state uni
versity, replaces Willetta Brien as
accessions assistant in the state uni
Near Randall Apartments
versity library. Miss Brien was mar
ried In August to Mr. Robert Matsen.

W E ’R E G L A D
Y O U ’R E H E R E

University Grocery

OW

WELCOME BACK
— TO —

Montana and Missoula
IS THE WISH OF
o

Cr e a m
For your college parties and social functions HERRICK’S FAMOUS
ICE CREAM and PUNCH are always delicious and dependable.

PHONE 3184

R efreshing /

the Montana chapter of Theta Sigma
Theta Sigma Phi
Phi for 1934-35, was a delegate to the
convention which was held in
Receives Award national
Indianapolis.
Women’s Journalism
Organization
Wins Competitive Trophy
The Montana chapter of Theta Sig
ma Phi, women’s natfonal honorary
journalism organization, was awarded

Royal Portable
Typewriters

the first trophy for chapter efficiency!
given in the last three years, at the

— Ai the —

national convention held during the
latter part of June.
The efficiency trophy is given to one
chapter in the United States which
has the best record for keeping its
accounts in order and in sending in
all necessary data to the national
office. There are chapters of Theta
Sigma Phi at all the larger universities
and colleges which have schools
departments of journalism.
Donna
Hoover of Wallace, Idaho, president of

I NEW WILMA

O F F IC E
SUPPLY
CO .
New Location 221 North Higgins

RIALTO
ALWAYS A BIG SHOW
AT LITTLE PRICES!

PICK OF THE PICTURES—
ALWAYS

WEDNESDAY: and THURSDAY

MAE WEST
— In —

“BELLE OF THE NINETIES”
WEDNESDAY IS
HAPPINESS NIGHT!
=

THURSDAY- . GEORGE ARLISS
In —

H

“THE LAST GENTLEMAN”

IN

j

Come in and See Them

AMUSEMENT CENTER OF
WESTERN MONTANA

LAST TIMES TONIGHT!

|||

"TaSta Tiet&k

“SWEETHEART OF
SIGMA CHI”
With Mary Carlisle anil u
Fine Cast

WEDNESDAY IS
HAPPINESS NIGHT!
Prices Are Always

10c & 25c

“ It’s toasted”
Y Fear throat protection—utoloit irritation—atalml couth

S o round, so firm, so fully packed—
Luckies are made of only the clean cen
ter leaves—these are the mildest leaves
—th e y cost m ore —th ey ta ste b etter.
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Washington State Beats
Montana in Slow Game
Opening Football Season

Gridiron Mentor

A Washington State

Cougar backfield playing behind a line playing
mid-season ball defeated the Montana Grizzlies 27-0 at Pullman Sat
urday afternoon. “ We had the worst training season because of
weather that I have ever experienced as a player or.a coach. It takes
good warm w^athpr and lots of pers-$------------------------------------------------------piratlon to get In condition quickly. M l c c m i l n
a fir m
Our nine days’ practice were not i v Z I S o U U l t t v J L C U U J ll

Will B roadcast
Football Contests

Montana was defeated by one of the
best teams in the northw est which
Fans Will Hare Opportunity to Hear
took advantage of the breaks. Two
Vivid Play-by-Play Account
touchdowns were given them. Their
Of Games This Fall
second touchdown was made on a pass
which Cal Emery nearly intercepted.
State university students and Grizzly
In touching the ball Emery kept it in
the air long enough for ChrlBtofterson football fans may not be able to fol
to get under it and run for a touch low the team on every one of its trips,
but they w ill have the opportunity to
down.
Although the Grizzlies have been listen to a play-by-play broadcast of
keeping excellent training rules, they every game played away from home
were not in condition to withstand the this fall, the games being broadcast
heat which forced spectators to substi over Missoula station KGVO.
KGVO will receive a wire report of
tute shirt sleeves for heavier coats.
Montana’s punting was poor and all games and will present on each
the generalship showed inexperience. afternoon of a game a vivid account
Blocking and tackling are to be of the game ju st as it is being played
stressed during the next week. Wash on the field. These programs are
ington had the advantage of having sponsored this year by the Associated
played a practice game with Whitman Oil company, that concern having the
before meeting the Grizzlies. Mon contract for all of Montana's games.
tana enthusiasts hope that Washing These broadcasts were started last
ton State defeats Southern California Saturday, the local station bringing in
so things will look better for the Mon the account of the season's opener
with the Washington State Cougars.
tana team.
In the past, fans have been handi
None of Oakes’ men were seriously
injured in their first game. Although capped in that the Grizzly teams had
defeated, much can be expected of to play at places too far away from
them this season, according to those Missoula, and as a rule, students and
townspeople could not follow the
wh6 saw the game at Pullman.
teams. This year, however, the broad
Summary and lineups:
casts w ill bring the game right to
Washington State
Montana
dormitories,
fraternity houses and
Dover ......................................... Hartnell
homes, and w ill make it possible for
Left End
fans to receive the results as soon as
they are achieved. These broadcasts
Left Tackle
are expected to do much to keep up
interest in football here, and fans will
L eft Guard
Smith ...................... ................ .........Kuka be closely enough associated With the
team at all times that they w ill gain
Center
interest in the team's activity.
Plans are under way at present to
Right Guard
broadcast
the games between Montana
Bley ......................................... ...Cosgrove
and
Montana State, Gonzaga, Oregon,
Right Tackle
Oregon State and U. C. L. A.
Right End
Quarterback
A g e e ......................................... ........ Olson
Left Halfback
Right Halfback
Dougherty ..._......................... ........Caven
Fullback
Score by periods:
M ontana...... 1...........0
0
Washington State ..13
7

0
«

0— #
7—27

CaActt 8 F'BuHU'i “QaiJes
Coach B. F. Oakes, who w ill again
lead the Grizzly football squad. Thl9
Is Oakes’ fourth year at Montana, he
having coine here after being line
conch a t the University of Nebraska.

0 . Henry Volume
Will Publish Two
Frontier Stories
Works of Vardls Fisher and Ben Appel
Are Chosen for Annual
Memorial Edition

Of recent interest to the readers and
editors of the "Frontier and Midland”
is the announcement that two short
stories, Vardis Fisher’s “The Scare
crow" and Ben Appel's “Pigeon
Flight,” have been selected to be
printed in the 1934 0 . Henry Memorial
Volume. Both stories were printed in
past issues of the magazine.
This is a double honor to the state
university in that the "Frontier and
Midland,” a ranking short story mag
azine of the northwest, is sponsored
by the state university and also that
Vardis Fisher was formerly an assist
ant professor in English at the uni
versity. Mr. Fisher is now at his boy
hood home in Idaho where he is writ
ing novels and short stories.

In the autumn issue of “Frontier
and Midland” w ill be found a series
of French-Canadian poems by D’Arcy
McNickle entitled “Sweet is the
Prairie.” McNickle is remembered
here as D’Arcy Dahlberg, ex-'35, who
was a former editor of “Frontier”
which was a Montana campus maga
zine before its convergence with “Mid
R ussell White, Hinsdale, former stu land.”
dent at the university, entered West
Mr. Stanley Scearce, also a former
Point, United States Military Academy state university student, is contribut
at W est Point, New York, July 3, 1934.
ing in this issue of the "Frontier and
At the close of the competitive ex
Midland” extracts from a book of his
amination, White was the second al experiences in Alaska while in the
ternate. He w as later appointed by commission business.
Senator Burton K. Wheeler. White is
now assistant manager of the fresh
man football team.
BALLROOM DANCING
White was a law major a t the State
Complete Course of Private Lessons
University of Montana and a member
$7.50
of Phi Delta Theta social fraternity.
We guarantee our work.

P E E K ’S F O U N T A I N L U N C H

Especially effective was the Cougar
passing combination of Goddard to
Chrlstofferson. Goddard, an import
from Texas, Is one of the sw eetest
sophomore passers seen on the coast
in many years, according to the scouts
who have seen him work. H e shoots
Ills passes straight and sw ift to the
lofty Chrlstofferson, who leans high
In the air to gather them in.
o-o
Washington State, with one of the
best teams in the history of the school,
w ill have to play a much better game
against Southern California next Sat
urday than they did against Montana
if they expect to upset the mighty
Trojans.
o-o
Speaking of passing attacks, Mon
tana w ill do its share this year. With
four of th eJin est pass receivers in the
circuit and three good tossers, the
Grizzlies should complete their share
of passes. Coach Oakes has planned
three different series of passes. The
type of pass will be determined by the
passer In the lineup.
o-o
Montana received a tough break
when Don Holmqulst, Whitefish, was
called home Friday upon the death of
ills father. Don is a long distance
passer and kicker far above the av
erage. Oakes had built his passing
plays around the sophomore and his
departure was sorely felt. Other cas
ualties w ere Don Carter, Los Angeles,
and Bud Story, Wlnnett. Carter broke
his wrist and Story pulled the muscles
in his back.

Billy Hyde

Just the kind you're looking fori
... Flattering afternoon typzi,and
Evening tlippe u that are perfect
dreamil A ll at popular prices.

Beneath Palace H otel

Missoula's Biggest and Finest Ladies' and Misses’ Apparel Shop

YOUNGREN SHOE SHOP
Basement of Higgins Block
RAY P . WOODS

LET’S GET ACQUAINTED FOR MUTUAL BENEFIT

CollegeSupplyHeadquarters
For University Students
=

EE

Funk-W agnalls Collegiate D ictionaries C. B. A. Canvas Notebook
the Best Grade 85c
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionaries
Montana Stationery 75c
All Kinds of Foreign Language Dictionaries Fraternity Stationery 75c
FOUNTAIN PENS
$1.00 to $9.00

Fountain Service—Candies—Tobacco
Lunches During Noon Hour

AUTOMATIC PENCILS 50c to $3.00
DRAWING PENCILS Yuras and Eldorado 10c

Complete Gym Outfits
For Men and Women
Sox, Shoes, Shirts and Trunks

T H E O F F IC IA L R O O T E R CA P
Pennants, Blankets, Pillow Tops

Montana Belt Buckles
Diaries
Montana Watch Fobs

DRAWING SETS

LAUNDRY CASES

ART SUPPLIES

Leather Notebooks, Fountain Pens, Inks, Paints, Papers of All Kinds and
Laboratory Equipment

“Everything the Student Needs

§

Others at

BEER

Entertainment Every Night

The Leader

Rubber Heels guaranteed for six months. Regular price.

Enjoy

S

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW

We dye your Slippers or Oxfords any color or shade.
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The Peacock
Gardens

Greetings and
Welcome!

Swagger (hoes for Cempus wear,

Palace Barber
Shop

|
|

Girls of the Freshman Class
and Returning Co-eds...

FOOTWEAR

At Your Service at
the Old Location

1

Kelly’s 5c to $1.00 Store

To the M en ...

1

The
First National Bank

$ 1.00

CO LLEG E FAVO R ITE

A COOL GLASS OF

The school of pharmacy, directed by
Dean Mollett, presented a two-reel
Patronize Kalmln Advertisers
Bound picture last Monday evening in
the lecture room of the Forestry build
ing. The film was on the production
and clinical application of insulin
(iletin as named by Lilly). The show
ing was made possible through one
o-o
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
of the graduates of the school, Jack
NATIONAL BANK
Among those who have enrolled this
Wheatley, '27, state representative of
IN MONTANA
year of all-state and Pacific Coast con
ference caliber are Flynn, Sagin, Pop
problem
that
the
athletic
board
wonld
ovich, Noyes, Crowley, Robbins and
Davidson, Butte; Morris, Fletcher, Er hare to face. Reasonable competition
WELCOME
ickson, Miles City; Bolton, Billings; wonld also present a serious problem
New and Old Students
Pierce, K alispell; Carpenter, Hamil but the benefits derived wonld more
than
pay
for
the
trouble
and
expense
ton; Lundy, Missoula, and Smart, HarIncurred. Probable opponents wonld
lowton.
be Idaho, Gonzaga, an outstanding
TRAIL BARBER SHOP
o-o
SP O N & EDWARDS
high school team and one good Inde
B eneath th e B uilding a nd Loan
The biggest surprise in the Coast con
pendent team.
ference Saturday was not the brave
struggle of little College of Pacific
e iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliliilliiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiilllllliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililiiiiiiililiiiiliiiiiiii:
against the men of Troy, but the star
tling defeat of U. C. L. A. by the
Oregon Webfeet, 26-3. The Uclans
were supposed to have one of the best
teams on the co a st
Incidentally,
236 North H iggins Avenne
Montana plays U. C. L. A. in Los An
geles, October 13.
Welcomes you back and extends a hearty welcome
o-o
Montana’s basketball prospects are
to all New Students
looking up too. Among the frosh reg
istered are Miller, Thompson and
Drop in and see us. We may have the things you need.
Chumrau of last year’s state cham
pionship team a t Anaconda. Davidson
and Brown, Butte, are former all-stat n iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiis
ers. Robinson, Livingston, and Paul,
Butte, are players of high class cal
iber.
o-o
With football on the upgrade at
Montana It seems that the freshmen
should hare more than one game a
year. While w e are members of the
Pacific coast.conference, onr yearlings
should have the game experience that
Is afforded the other coast frosh.
Whether or not It wonld be possible
to supply the games close enough on
hand to insure expenses Is the biggest
It looks like the star high school
players of the state are turning to
their home Institutions instead of goIng to other schools In the conntry.
Each year some of the best players In
tlie state have gone to out-of-state
schools to star for other colleges.

To the L adies ...

Patronize Kalmln Advertisers

I

Insulin Is Subject
O f Pharmacy Film

the Elhi L illy company of Indianap
olis. Tho picture was w ell attended by
university and high school students as
well as professors and town people.

University Student
Is a t West Point

Welcome, University Students!

§

Page Three

Sporty Vents

Assistant Professor E. Douglas
Branch has replaced Mr. Fisher in
the English department. Dr. Branch
is now managing editor o f the “Fron
tier and Midland.”

Scoring: Washington State—Touch
downs: Goddard, 3; Chrlstofferson, 1;
points after touchdown, Dougherty,.3.
Officials — Referee, Bobby Morris,
Seattle; umpire, Stan Riddle, Seattle;
head linesman, Dr. W. S. Higgins,
.Spokane; field judge, Jim Mitchell,
DeREA SCHOOL OF DANCING
Fred Steiner, '32, has joined the staff
Spokane.
210 8. 3rd
Phone 3232
Substitutions: Washington State— of the Bqtte .Daily Post in Butte.
Allen, Terry, Hildebrand, left ends;
Scheyer, left tackle; Hayduk, Oswald,
Springs, left guard; Llesy, Brown, cen
ter; Jones, Bator, Stannard, right
guard; Anderson and Bell, right
tackle; Grahek, Mahr, Brett, right
end; Bennett, quarterback; Sibillla,
Zuger, Jones, George, Whittaker, half
While in Missoula make your headquarters at
back; Rosiano, fullback. Montana—
Rhlnehart, left end; Babich, left
tackle; Cosgrove, left guard; Kuka,
center; Sullivan, Farnum, Carpenter,
right guard; Heller, Dickson, right
Hammond Arcade Building
end; Emery, quarterback; Blastlc,
Whittingbill,
Hilemairj
halfbacks;
Vesel, fullback.

t

KAIMIN

_ Grizzlies dropped their firBt confer
ence game at Pullman, 27-0, Saturday.
Washington State presented a strong,
finished lineup that the Montanans
could not match. The Cougars showed
a diversified attack that bewildered
the Grizzlies.
o-o

Big Cougar Squad Plays Mid-Season Ball to Triumph By 27-0 Score;
Grizzlies Are Handicapped By Lack of Practice Weather
And Cannot Cope With Opponents’ Attack

enough. We were not ready," said
Coach B. F. Oakes on his return from
Pullman.

MONTANA

$ 2 9 8 to $ 0 8 5

1
|
§
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lla in a e f

Brownbllt
names Shoe
store

yf

The Associated Students’ Store
Open 8 to 6

Open 8 to 6
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physics and biology. That is only the its structure a proton and electron,
beginning. When enough heavy hydro just as In a light hydrogen atom. In
gen, or the better known form in stead of the electron revolving in a
heavy water, is available for extensive widespread orbit, it is In very intimate
experimentation the effects of his dis contact with the proton, and their re
covery will become more widespread. spective negative and positive charges
It has fallen to the lot of but tew men are completely neutralized. The neu
in the history of science to make dis tron presents no external electrical
coveries that are so far-reaching in field. The neutron and the proton are
their effects; yet Dr. Urey is not given in very Intimate contact in the nucleus
to speculation concerning his discov of the heavy hydrogen atom, and the
ery or its implications. He keeps his orbital electron revolves around this
feet firmly planted on solid ground compound nucleus.
when discussing i t He gives emphatic
“When Professor Urey discovered
disapproval to any speculation that the heavy hydrogen atom in 1931 he
cannot be quickly tested by experi j was not greeting a stranger at all. To
j him It was an old friends which he
Iment.
Frowns on Gnesswork
had known for a long time. He knew

I

Harold Urey Is Termed
Seeker o f Fundamentals
By New York Journalist
Montana Graduate Who Discovered Existence of Heavy Hydrogen
Believes Truth Will Come to the Diligent Searcher;
Has High Rating in Scientific Circles
Harold Clayton Urey, professor of chemistry at Columbia univer
sity, who was graduated from Montana state university in 1917, is
termed a “ seeker after fundamentals” in an article appearing in a
recent edition of the New York Herald-Tribune. Professor Urey, who

"The well-tested results of closely it existed, but the problem was to
controlled scientific work In the new prove it. He had been studying for
fields opened up by the heavy hydro years atomic and molecular structure,
gen discovery by Dr. Urey have fol I photo-electric effects, Raman spectra
lowed in such rapid-fire order, many and spectroscopic absorption, and in
of them opening up new vistas of ex his studies he found plenty of indica
perimental work, that it is easily seen tion of the heavy hydrogen.
Finds Clews for Separation
why he would find it unnecessary to j
"From the spectroscopic evidence he
Following is the Herald-Tribune's tbat it has made necessary very exten- go outside the experimental field for
article:
sive readjustments in three major stimulating thoughts on what heavy was able to calculate the chemical,
ptg'slcal and thermal properties of the
“Harold Clayton Urey, professor of | fields of scientific inquiry—chemistry, hydrogen means to science.
"The discovery of heavy hydrogen heavy hydrogen. This gave him the
multiplies many times the number of clews that led to its separation. It
possible chemical compounds. Hydro would not evaporate as rapidly as
gen enters into the vast majority of ordinary hydrogen. This led to the
chemical compounds, and, in every experiment with liquefied hydrogen,
case where a compound with a light which was permitted to evaporate
Call us for your wiring and repairing. Prompt serv
hydrogen atom exists, a compound slowly, leaving a greater concentration
ice; reasonable rates.
with the heavy hydrogen becomes pos of the heavy hydrogen in the unevap
orated portion. It also led to the ex
sible.
Commercial Value Foreseen
periment of decomposing water elec
"Dr. Urey does not expect that heavy trically, the hydrogen coming off as a
hydrogen w ill become so plentiful gas containing a larger proportion of
that It w ill be used in substances for light hydrogen than the water con
commercial application, but its u se in tained, thus resulting In a concentra
scientific research is going to have tion of the heavy water in the solution
Important commercial aspects, he remaining in the electrolytic cell.
points out, because it gives a means
"At the time of his discovery Dr.
of ascertaining the nature of many Urey was associate professor of chem
now obscure processes.
istry. This year he was made full pro
"At the present time, Dr. Urey said, fessor. In February of this year he
heavy hydrogen water is worth its was awarded the Willard Gibbs gold
weight in gold, about $35 an ounce.
medal of the American Chemical so
"An extensive program of research ciety. He is the youngest recipient of
on heavy water is now being started this award. F ire of the recipients in
at Columbia under a grant from the recent years also hare been Nobel
Rockefeller Foundation.
Prize winners. Professor Urey is 41
"Dr. Urey’s quest has been for years old. He was born in Walkerton,
fundamentals and his heavy hydrogen Inc!., April 29, 1393.
throws a whole new light on that very
Specializes In Chemistry
fundamental field — nuclear physics.
"He graduated from the University
His heavy hydrogen supplies not alone of Montana with the degree of bachelor
^ ) h e varsity is a shoe designed for
a new chemical element but a new of science in zoology in 1917. He
college men and men with the
building block for all kinds of matter. wanted to get down to fundamentals
Light hydrogen has been occupying concerning the mystery of life, and
desire to be well dressed at all
such a dual role, and now the heavy the biological approach seemed to be
hydrogen,
with Its atomic weight or the most direct. He soon decided that
times. Its style flatters the wearer's
two, is going to double the possibili biological phenomena was dependent
foot as well as providing him with
ties in the nuclear physics field as it to a great extent upon, chemical phe
did in the chemical field.
nomena so he went In for chemistry
luxurious comfort and the knowl
"The heavy hydrogen atom, as Dr. in a big way.
Urey views it, is composed of a light
“He took post graduate work at the
edge that he is "in line" with what
hydrogen atom plus a neutron. The University of California for his Ph.D.
light hydrogen atom is composed of a In chemistry, received In 1923. He
central nucleus of one proton around soon found that chemical action was
which an orbital electron is rotating. dependent upon physical properties
If the nucleus were enlarged to a quar of the atoms, so the quest of the
ter of an inch the electron would fundamentals led him to the study of
travel In a circle large enough to fit the structure of the atom with Nells
around the base of the Umpire State Bohr, at Copenhagen, as Scandlnavlanbuilding. The neutron is a single Amerlcan Fellow in 1923 and 1924.
particle, but there is incorporated Into Bohr was famous tor his work in dediscovered the existence of heavy*®-------------------------------- :----------------hydrogen, is regarded as one of the chemistry at Columbia university, has
leading scientists of America. Last been a seeker after fundamentals. It
February he was awarded the Wil is this quest that has sent him into
lard Gibbs gold medal of the American many fields and has finally resulted
Chemical society. Forty-one years of in a discovery that 1b fundamentalage, Dr. Urey is the youngest recipient the existence of heavy hydrogen.
of this medal.
"So fundamental is this discovery
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Norris to Replace
Elinore Marlowe
Rogers as Captain Wins Economics

tion; Kappa Tau, senior honorary or
ganization, and Kappa Alpha Theta,
social sorority.
The Ryman scholarship has been
awarded only once before this— to
Former Military Instructor Here
Eveline Blumenthal of Philipsbnrg.
Transfers to Kansas
Miss Blumenthal has been studying at
Stndent Will Work for Doctorate
the University of Chicago tor her doc
In Recognized University
torate. She received the fellowship in
Captain Fred B. Rogers left the first
As Ryman S ch olar'
1930.
of September for Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, where he Is now attending the
Elinore Marlowe, Missoula, a gradCommands and General Staff school.
Patronize Kalinin Advertisers
udate of the Btate university In June,
He spent four years a t the state uni
1934, has been awarded the J. H. T.
versity, acting as sophomore instructor
Ryman Economics Fellowship to con
in the m ilitary science department
tinue work In a university of recog
during that time.
nized standing to obtain a doctor’s de
To call us for your cleaning
Captain George B. Norris is now on
gree. This scholarship is only award
and pressing.
duty as sophomore instructor, being
ed each fourth year.
located formerly In New York. He has
FLORENCE
LAUNDRY
A committee consisting of the mem
spent several years on duty in the
Dial 2302
bers of the department of economics
Canal Zone and was graduated from
and sociology, the chairman of grad
the University of Illinois.
uate study, the registrar and the pres
ident, selects the recipient of this fel
Donald Stevens, ex-'23, who is a lowship. The recipient must have
member of the editorial staff of the definitely majored in economics and
San Francisco Examiner, was a cam shown a marked aptitude In his or her
Rented, Sold and Repaired
pus visitor during the summer.
work as recorded by grades as w ell as
an original grasp of economics and a
NEW PORTABLES
veloplng the theory of the hydrogen philosophical interest in the further
$33.50 to $74.50
atom. On his return to the United study of economics.
States he became assistant professor
Miss Marlowe was graduated with
in chemistry at Johns Hopkins uni honors with a degree in economics and
versity, and in 1928 he went to Colum sociology In June. She was active In
bia.
Underwood. Agents
extra-curricular activities while on
187 E. Broadway
Phone 8467
“ ‘What is responsible for your vari the campus and was a member of Fsl
ous accomplishments,’ he was asked. Chi, honorary psychology organiza

Fellowship Here

Don’t Forget. . .

TYPEWRITERS
Lister Typewriter
Service

Attributes Success to Chores
" ‘Just luck,' he replied rather hesi
tatingly, and then added: ‘No, I guess
it was more than luck. It was the
kind of luck that comes only when
you have prepared the way for i t It
was, more probably, due to just doing
the plain tedious, chores of scientific
research. If you search diligently,
enough for the truth and long enough,
you are quite certain, on the basis of
probabilities, to find something quite
important.'
“As to hobbles, and what he does in
his spare time: he didn’t know that
he had any hobbles, and was sure
there wasn't much spare time. When
he did have any, he might sit at the
piano and extemporize a bit, but he
says he knows alm ost nothing about
music; or he might try his hand at
making charcoal sketches.”
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Athletes of State University Sponsor Dance

Freshman Class Elects Murphy
Temporary President a t Meeting

jTwelve Juniors
To Be Accepted
In Military Drill

campus activities and experience.
The advanced course consists of two
years’ study and drill on the campus
and six weeks at Fort George Wright
near Spokane. A student officer re
ceives a small daily allowance to help
defer his expenses and to pay for his
“The R. 0. T. C. is accepting 12 uniform.
juniors for the advanced course in
As the total enrollment of the slate

Catherine Albee, June Blankenhorn Win Offices as New Class Votes;
Central Board Officers Welcome Students
Freshmen of the state university met for the first time as a class last |
Wednesday afternoon and laid plans for their organization by electing i
officers to start class activities for this year. Pete Murphy, Stevensville,
was elected temporary president; Catherine Albee, Deer Lodge, was

{military science this year and is con- university allows only 12 new students
l tinulng with 12 seniors who are work- in advanced military science each
year, there is a very small percentage
| ing for their commissions in the Re
of those applying for the course who
serve Officers Corps. It is not yet can be selected.
elected vice-president, and June Blan-<S>(known who the Juniors are who will
"kenhorn, Great P alls, was elected sec
[start the advanced course this fall, as
retary-treasurer of the class in the
[their acceptance for the course deballoting.
j pends a great deal upon their physical
New Fall Creations in
The meeting was opened by Pres
| condition," said Captain A. E. Rotherident C. H. Clapp, who delivered a
Members of M Club, athletic organization of the state nniverslty, who will open the school’s social activities mlch In reference to the advanced
brief talk to the freshmen, welcoming
with their M Club dance. This Is an annual function, the proceeds being used to promote scholarships at the state course in military science.
Be Sure to Stop by and
them and telling them of their duty to
In order to fulfill the requirements
Coach A. J. Lewandowskl Instructs university. Much work is done by the club members in preparation of this dance, making it one of the best features
the school and the necessity for them
See Them
of the school year.
and be selected for the advanced
First-Year Grid Candidates
to engage in some extra-curricular
course, a student must show leader
As Season Opens
activity in order to round out their
ship ability, general adaptability, intel
FRATERNITY JEWELRY
education. President Clapp then in
ligence, and must be able to pass a
"They are certainly a husky bunch
troduced Ken Duff, president o f the
rigid physical examination. Students
of boys and should make as sw eet a
A. S. U. M., who in turn welcomed them
are selected at the end of the basic
freshman football team as the univer
to the state university and introduced
Main and Higgins
course not only for their actions in
sity has seen," said Freshman Coach
“There will be an all-university mu
other members of Central Board, gov
that course but also for their general
J. Lewandowskl after the meeting
sical production offered during Decem
erning body of the A. 3. U. M.
of freshman football apsirants Thurs
ber to replace the customary H i-Jinx,”
Officers who spoke were Jean Gor
day afternoon in the men’s gymnasium.
was the statement Issued by Barnard
don, vice-president of the student
ET B ID OF THAT INFERIORITY COMPLEY JflAD-}
Although n ot nearly all men with
Hewitt, dramatics instructor, late
body; Virginia Bode, secretary, and P.
L C H A N G E T O CAMPUS CORDS i f
More Students to Be Allotted Jobs This Year With Twelve Percent today.
football
experience
were
present,
J. Malone, business manager. Lee Met
Of Total Enrollment Being Chosen; Jesse, Miller
enough good material enrolled for
The production will be in charge of
calfe, who has been appointed head of
freshman football practice to send
And Sedman Will Make Selections
Dean DeLoss Smith of the' music de
the traditions committee, told the
Grizzly hopes soaring for the years to
partment and Director Hewitt. As
treehmen of the traditions of the cam
come.
pus and urged them to strengthen
Authorization of the continuance of FERA funds for college students yet the musical has not been chosen,
After
giving
them
a
few
instructions
but
the committee is considering “The
Montana spirit by upholding these tra
and explaining the general plan to be during the regular school year from September I, 1934, to June, 1935, Desert Song” and “Good News.”
ditions and becoming interested their
has
been
received
by
Dr.
C.
H.
Clapp,
president
of
the
state
university.
followed
during
practice,
Coach
Lewtheir maintenance. Colin Raff, Kalinin
andowski introduced his chief assist The percentage of students to be allotted work has been increased
editor; spoke on the relationship be
ant, Cale Crowley, two-year letterman from 10 percent to 12 percent of theO"
-----------tween the publication and the student
on the Grizzly football .team, and then total enrollment of full-tim e students shows that he can finish his college
body, and James Myers, chairman of
work
successfully.
went
on
to
explain
the
system
of
0f
the
institutions.
the personnel committee, instructed
The type of work which w ill be
i ^ ^ state university last year had
the new students as to the method of awarding numerals.
“You are all potential varsity m a- 1 3 u fu„ t|m e 8tudents of colleg8 done by students employed through
becoming involved in outside activity.
the use of the FERA funds is that
terial
and
on
that
basis
your
numerals
gra(le
(excluslve
of
speclal
8tudents
or’
During the meeting, the university
w ill be awarded. Tou w ill have to
those who are carrying less than the work usually done by students work
songs w ere Introduced by Dean DeLoss
work for that numeral and you will normal credit load), the number of ing their way through school, that is,
Smith of the m usic school, and T ell
have to be good to get It, but don’t jobs to be allocated w ill be 157, which clerical, library and research work.
Y O U FEEL U K E * G 0 IN G PLACES A N D D O N G T H I N G S '. ................
Leader Nell H eily led the class in
WE FEATURE
get discouraged ju st because I don’t is 27 more than the state university | However, these funds must not be
S O G OOD-IOOW NG-AND COMFORTABLE ARE THESE U N IV E R S IT Y
some of the Montana yells.
play you against the varsity every day was allowed last year for this work. U8ed t0
CORDUROY T R O U S E R S . G L U T T O N S FO R W E A R T O O /
students
for
jobs
which
Results of the balloting gave Pete
or every quarter in the regular fresh The maximum pay for any one student
HESESKOrf! LOOk fOfl THIS 0010 LABEL AT TOUR CLOTHIERS CNnuTta
institutions already have, such as
Murphy-the presidency after a close
man games. I am watching every one to earn a month is 320, but the average waltl"8 181)168 ln the Alni»S halu>race between Murphy, B ill McLure
of you and no numeral w ill be award pay will be 315 a month.
I ™ 8 18 re«ulre<l )n order that tlle
and Mike O’Connor. Miss Albee was
L A for that university-touch in wool crousen
ed finally until the last su it is checked
.
,
, FERA funds create more jobs instead
, AMPUS FLANNELS and CAMPUS RUFFS (the heavy, tweedy kind)
also a victor in a close race for the
C
The state university has al™ < * L replacIn* jobg.
in.’’
vice-presidency, gathering more votes
A
con8,8ting
Although not nearly a ll of the play made application for a 32355 monthly
than Eleanor Lux and Olive McLeod,
allotment, which is the amount it is „ T
T _
, „
, ,_ .
ers who have registered w ere present,
H. Jesse, J. E. Miller and Harriet R.
who followed her in the voting. After
_ .
.
,
some of those present were Marvin entitled to obtain under the percentage Sedman
has been appointed to select
a close race for the third office, Miss
iss o u u ercantm o
Anderson, Glendive; Lloyd Brownlow, asls;
the students. An attempt w ill be made
Blankenhorn won by ten votes ever
Dr. Clapp explained that the main L 0 apportion the funds in such a way
Helena; Cyril Brauch, Great F alls;
IS HEADQUARTERS FOR
her nearest rival, Robert Hamilton.
Henry Bennett, Alberton; Ed Bolton, purpose of the FERA funds for c o l- |t bat just as many qualifying students
B illings; John Castles, Alberton; Fred lege students was to increase the | a8 possible will be helped,
LONG WRITES ARTICLE
Currie, Missoula; Carl Chambers, Bil number of young men and women comlings; Jere Donahue, Missoula; George ing to college. At least 50 per cent of
John B. Curtis, ’33, has joined the
Frank Long, who graduated from Erlcson, Butte; Marvin Fletcher, Miles the funds must be used to assist stu
staff of the Montana Record-Herald in
the university in 1932, is finishing his City; Joe Forthly, Great Falls; Ray dents who were not enrolled in any
Helena.
work for his Ph.D. degree a t the Uni Gotzinger, W innett; Don Qllfeather, college or university in January, 1934.
versity of California. H e recently had Winnett; Lorin Hutchinson, Roches There must be no discrimination be
Frank Lanzendorfer, '35, and Fred
an article on the “Mechanism of Sub ter, New York; Fred Holbrook, Butte; tween men and women in assigning
Mills, '35, have returned to school
stitution Reactions” published in the Jack Hlnley, Geyser; V em -Johnson, work.
No “ pretty”
after an absence of a year.
Journal of the American Chemical Poison; Fred Graves, Laurel; Rollle
Selection of students w ill be made
pants in this
Regular
society.
E. Kraft, B illings; Roy Korkalo, Mis on the basis of th e student’s financial

Many Freshmen
Register at First
Football Meeting

Costume Jewelry

Hi-Jinx Production
Authorization to Continue
Set for December
F E R A W ork R e c e iv e d
B y U niversity P resid en t

B & H JEWELRY

Campus Cords

Yandt’s

VW
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commlttee

CAMPUS CORDS

J tr

of Deans J

CAMPUS
CORDS

M

The Sport Shop

M

C .

ras corns

Campus Cord Headquarters

soula; Joe Keefe, Butte; Fay Leilly,
Robert Corldsh was the rush week B illings; Leo Lundy, Missoula; Wayno
guest of the Sigma Nu house.
Llndgren, Roundup; Wlljo Llndgren,
Roundup; Gordon Lordln, Hamilton;
Orville Lang, Missoula; Richard MciAndride, Seattle, W ashington; James
: PARLOR FURNACES
Montgomery, K alispell; Peter Murphy,
A n extrem ely handsom e h e atin g u n it.
FHe very conveniently in a g r e a t m any
Stevensville; Tom Martin, Stevens
homes. H andles 18-inch w o o d ; b a rn s coal
ville; Jack McClung, K ellogg, Idaho;
a s well.
Leonard Noyes, Butte; Frank A. Nel
I BARTHEL HARDWARE
son, Hardin; Ned Newton, Edgar; Em
m ett O’Neill, Butte; B ill Pierce, K alis
pell; Bob Powell, Deer Lodge; Milton
Popovich, Butte; Charles Robbins,
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Butte; Harry Robinson, Livingston;
Be sure and v isit the
Reed Ernest, Missoula; Paul Snyder,
New Hammond-Arcade Gratton, Wisconsin; Paul Szahach,
Chicago, Illinois; Tom Kerin, Mis
Barber Shop
McCURDY & FULLER
soula.
James
Elton, Denton; R. L.
Schartal, Stevensville; David Stewart,
Butte; Wilson Smith, Eureka; John
Seldenstlcker, Twin Bridges; Thomas
N ew and Old
Smith, Fargo, North Dakota; Dick
Sanders, Lewlstown; Petrol Stanley,
Lewistown; Oscar Shiner, Butte; Bill
Drop In at
Sagin, Butte; H. L. Thompson, K alis
pell; Jack W uls, Butte; Oswold
Youngquist, Missoula; Ross Young,
K alispell, and Jacob Vanderzander,
Chicago, Illinois.
For HOME-MADE CANDIES,
DELICIOUS TOASTIES,
BETTER HAMBURGERS
Ed Skoog, '34, is attending the Uni
and BEER
versity of Illinois, where he is work
ing for h is M.A. degree in chemistry.

need, his character and his ability to
do college work. Ability to do college
work w ill be determined by h is high
school record and the results of his
aptitude test. If the student has al
ready attended college, his previous
work in college m ust be such that it

A LARGER HAMBURGER
— and —
BETTER BEER
— at —

THE MISSOULA CLUB

group.

C.R.DRAGSTEDT<
M E N ’S W EA R

Complete
Selection
of Sizes

Quality Merchandise at Lower Prices

139 W est Main
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$ 4.45
Standard

$ 5.45
Snper Cord

Opposite N. P. Depot
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I f Sunshine

E V E N IN G

S L IP P E R S

Rough Cut
$3.95 to$7.50
The largest choice of evening shoes — Silver Kid, Black
or White Faille, Velvet, Suede, and Satin. All white fabrics
are tintable to match any desired shade.

D IX O N & H O O N
Shoes and Hosiery

—cut the right way
to smoke cool
an d last longer

B&|pipe tobacco thafsMlLD H
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Section of Ground Floor of Union
Building to Be Poured Tomorrow

John Suchy
Gets Degree
Foundations and Steel Pylons Are Now in Place; Completion of Newest
A t Colorado
Campus Structure Is Due By June, 1935
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New President
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I Tobacco : Candy |
I Beer on Draught |
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CORNER

1

CIGAR STORE

Laundry

Dry Cleaning
Hat Blocking
We Appreciate Your
Patronage
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MISSOULA
LAUNDRY

Graduate Awarded
Dunning Fellowship
Robb Rice Will Devote Next Two
Years in Pharmacy Research

acy at the state university, received a
Doctor o f Philosophy degree in food
and drug chemistry last June from the
University of Colorado. Dr. Suchy re
ceived his Master of Science degree in
pharmacy from that university in
1928.
The title of Suchy’s thesis is "The
Preparation, Properties, Toxicity and
Pharmacological Action of Various
Strychnine BenzoateB.” From the re
sults of his work, it is shown that the
nerve mechanisms of women are more
finely adjusted than those of men,
Two phases of the thesis have already
been accepted for publication. The
Journal of the American Chemical so
ciety will publish that part of the
thesis dealing with the preparation of
the new compounds. Studies in the
solubilities of 27 of the benzoates in
water over a wide range of tempera
tures will be published in the Journal
of Physical Chemistry. The toxological
as well as the pharmacological studies
in the thesis are being prepared for
submission for publication. More than
three thousand albino rats were used
by Dr. Suchy In obtaining the data for
the thesis. Rabbits were also used for
research work.
At present, Dr. Suchy is chairman of
the regional committee on Relations of
Colleges and Boards of Pharmacy,
which include Montana, Wyoming,
Idaho, Utah, Colorado and New Mex
ico. The purpose of this organization
is to study problems of Interest to
state pharmacy boards and to pharm
acy schools. The first meeting in this
district of this committee was held In
Salt Lake City last April.
Dr. Suchy has been with the state
university since 1919. He received the
degree of Pharmaceutical Chemist and
Bachelor of Science from the state uni
versity in 1917. He is a member of
two national honorary societies, Sigma
Xi, scientific organization, and Phi
Sigma, biological organization. In
addition to these honorary organiza
tions, Dr. Suchy is a member of the
following professional societies and
associations: Montana and American
Pharmaceutical associations; Amer
ican Chemical society and the Amer
ican Association for the Advancement
of Science.

Robb Rice, graduate from the school
of pharmacy last spring, has been
[awarded the Dunning Research Fel
lowship a t the Maryland college of
Pharmacy in Baltimore. One-fourth
of his time in the next two years will
be spent in teaching although mo^t
of his time will be devoted to research
for his Ph.D. in pharmacy.
KAPPAS HAVE GUESTS
Mr. Rice, a registered pharmacist,
worked for several years for the HarkGuests
at the Kappa Kappa Gamma
ness Drug company of Missoula while
house during rush week Included Mary
attending school at the university.
Hobbins and Teddy McMahon of Butte,
Kay Thurston of Billings, Barbara
Keith of Great Falls and Elizabeth
Reifenrath of Helena.

Maury Receives
His Scholarship

dllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllNIIIIIIMIIIC

Lowndes Maury, graduate of the
state university in 1931, who last year
had a music scholarship with the
world-famous c o m p o s e r A r n o l d
Schoenberg,
has
recently
been
awarded a scholarship at DePauw uni
5
During your stay in Missoula E
versity, according to word recently = drop in and see us. You w ill find E
received by John Crowder, professor x our store reasonable In price and -j
z
of music here. Mf. Maury is now E prompt In service.
studying music in Chicago.
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Jim m ie D urante

in "Palooka’|
“ FIVE AND DIME"
Cartoon Comedy

MICKEY MOUSE
In “Trader Mickey”

“PATHE NEWS”
Special New Low Prices
To All Students
Children 10c Students 15c
Adults 20c

C O M M U N ITY
TH EA TER
Last Times Tonight
Yon will always Hnd us w illing to
help students In every way.

U o f M Students

MILITARY DEPARTMENT

Reverend Jesse Bunch, former pas
tor of the University Congregational
church and Instructor of religion, who
resigned to accept the position of pres
ident ut Intermountain Union college
In H elena.

Reverend Bunch
Gets Appointment
At Intermountain

E. Earle Duffy, ’23, employed with
the General Educational bureau of the
Portland Cement association, Chicago,
is spending a few days in Missoula.
Mr. Duffy was called to Missoula by
the serious illness of his mother.

=

826 South Higgins Avenue

We welcome you back and

Welcome
N ew and Old Grizzlies
JHarg’a
ifa irtjjN o n k

SMITH
DRUG STORE
H iggins and Broadway

SOUTHSIDE
PHARMACY
Located in Smith’s Drag
Store

South End of Higgins Bridge
“RED” MATTHEW, Owner

f HearYe! HearYe! j

hope you will drop in and
look at our stylish fall
clothing. We have just the
things for the College Miss.
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I Reconstruction Sale I
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New Wool and Silk | Don’t Fail to A ttend This |

May your years at this Univer
sity be happy and successful
ones.

Just Received for the
“ College Miss”

$795
Welcome, Students!
Our best wishes for success and may your years
at the State University of Montana
be pleasant ones.

S ty le
The Montana Power Co.

Master Cleaner
& Dyer

Pallas Gandy Co.

Students!
y

417 N. HIGGINS ATE.
Phone 3191

$1

UniversityStudents

We W elcome You,

Schramm - Hebard
Meat Co. v

Better
Cleaning Service

All distance runners, both freshmen
Mr. Bunch’s selection by the col
lege became known when his resig and varsity, are requested to turn out
nation as pastor was presented at the
annual meeting of the Missoula con
gregation. A resolution of apprecia
New and Old
tion for his services to the church was
adopted at the meeting. Rev. Mr.
Bunch has been pastor of the Missoula
church for the last year, accepting a
We Welcome You
call after having served as Interchurch
pastor of the state university and head
Visit our Shop for
of the school of religion for five years.
CANDY, ICE CREAM and BEER
Before coming to Missoula, he was su
perintendent of the Helena district of
the Methodist church, residing at Hel
Near the Wilma
ena. He is the holder of degrees of
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of
Sacred Theology from Northwestern
university.
At Intermountain he will succeed Dr.
Wendell Brooks, who has resigned to
become connected with Billings Poly
technic institute.

Hello,
Students

as soon as possible. Fall workouts for There is still room for several more
field men are optional. See me.
players. Former players in the allHARRY ADAMS.
state high school orchestra are espe
cially wanted for this orchestra. See
There w ill be a meeting of all Intra Professor A. H. Weisberg in room 306
mural sports managers in my office at Main hall as soon as possible.
Wednesday, October 3. All last year’s
assistant managers for Intramural
Senior majors In tbe biology and
sports m ust also be present.
botany departments .will meet in room
HARRY ADAMS.
207 In tbe Natural Science building at

4 p. m., Wednesday, October 3, to plan
There are several vacancies to be the quarter's program for the Bio
filled by freshmen aspiring for a var logical club.
Girls
sity managership. Apply Immediately
There will be one section — nof to to Central Board.
Joe Mayo of Butte has returned to
exceed thirty — to be selected for
school for the fall quarter.
riflery fall quarter. The first meeting
All freshmen men wishing to become
of the riflery class w ill be Monday, eligible for varsity football manager
October 8.
and to earn a letter report to Malcolm
Stotts, varsity manager, today a t 4
Freshman classes in military science o’clock in the men's gymnasium.
are divided into three sections this
year—
Dr. George Simmons, w ill give an
Section I meets on Tuesday and illustrated talk on "A Biological Sur
HATS, SUITS, DRESSES
Thursday at 9 o’clock and on Friday vey of Treasure Island” in the Natural
at 2 and 4 o'clock.
Science building, room 307, Wednes
Section II meets on Monday, Wednes day, October 3, at 4:25 p. m.
RUGS, CURTAINS, DRAPERIES
day and Friday at 3 o'clock and Friday
at 4 o’clock.
The state university Symphony or
Section III m eets on Tuesday, Thurs
chestra will hold its first rehearsal
day and Friday at 10 o’clock and Fri Wednesday evening, October 10, at
Phone 2188
Five-Hour Service
day at 4 o'clock.
7:30 o’clock in Main hall auditorium.

Freshmen are required to wear the
Former State University Instructor uniform at all formations and classes
of
m ilitary science.
Is President of College
All R. O. T. C. uniforms are new this
At Helena
year and made of good quality serge.
The new type Grizzly insignia w ill be
Rev. Jesse W. Bunch, pastor of the
obtainable at the Students Store and
F irst Methodist Episcopal church and
looks very nice on the uniform. Obtain
a resident of Missoula for the past
your insignia NOW as Grizzly insignia
five years, has been elected president
must be worn on all R. O. T. C. uni
of Intermountain Union college at
forms.
Helena.

1 K. & W. Grocery |

DUFFY CALLED HERE

Notices
The first meeting of each freshman
class will be in the assembly hall in
the Forestry building. Other freshman
classes will meet at the R. O. T. C.
building except mass classes, which
will be held on Friday at 4 in the Lit
tle Theatre.

Up, up, up the Student Union building is going. Already the foun Doctor of Philosophy Title Goes
To Professor for Work
dation has been laid and the steel pylons are in place. Tomorrow
Last Summer
morning will see the pouring of the first floor slab on the part of the
building exclusively devoted to the students. In nine months the John F. Suchy, professor of pharm

gigantic structure will be completed,-S'—
and Montana state university students into one part exclusively devoted to
will be In complete possession of the the students and another part to form
building which they so long have the Little Theatre. The theatre is
on the north side of the building, with
sought
The $300,000 undertaking, which was the stage on the east side. The the
atre will open on Maurice avenue,
made possible through funds borrowed
from the PWA, is scheduled for com opposite North hall. Not including the
pletion by June, 1935. John E. filgh stage, its size will be 78 by 123 feet.
tower, general contractor, is in charge A large balcony, and a motion picture
projection room are included in the
of the large construction crew.
With the laying of the first floor Little Theatre plans.
The large dance floor directly above
Wednesday morning, the project will
be launched into the second phase of the auditorium w ill be faced on both
east
and west by roof gardens.
its construction. The foundations and
The part of the building which
pylons are already in place. Con
opens
on the south will be devoted
tractor Hightower expects that a
floor will be laid every two weeks exclusively to the students themselves.
This part is composed of office rooms,
The construction is three stories.
According to the completed plans rest rooms, lounges, a cafeteria and
check
rooms. The Students’ store will
which Contractor Hightower has in
the temporary office set up east of also be housed there.
The entire building is being con
North hall, the building will be divided
structed on a modified modern arch
itectural plan, Mr. Hightower said
The plans for the building were not
drawn until several Student Union
.buildings on other campuseB had been
examined. President Clapp viewed
several Student buildings on other
campl during a trip last year.
In general, students of the state
university have dictated plans for the
building through their Student Union
committee. Mr. Hightower is con
fident that it w ill meet their ap
proval. He said that only in one in
Corner Higgins and Front
stance had the original platis been
altered. In order to remain within
the $300,000 construction appropria
tion, the contractor was forced to
forego a granite base.
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Now Located with the Haines Brownbllt Shoe Store
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Colossal Event

|

1
|
|

Outfit yourself from head to toe with
Donohue Quality Apparel at prices you
may never again be able to duplicate.

|
|
|

|
1
1
1

Every piece of merchandise must be
sold during this phenom enal Scile—
com e early and m ake sure of good
selection.

|
|
|
I

This Is the Sale of Sales
DON’T MISS IT!

THE
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FOOTBALL HISTORY
OF MONTANA TEAMS
REVIEWED BY KAIMIN
Editor’s Note—Following Is the ^>and was defeated 12-6 with many men
seeing action for Montana who had
first installment of the history of
never played before.
Montana’s football team s. The
next Installment of this history
Season of 1900
w ill appear in an early edition of
Frank L. Bean was varsity coach
the Kalmln.
and fullback for the 1900 season. The
husky hay diggers from Bozeman were
The grounds on the river bottom the only team engaged during the
east of the Van Buren bridge saw the season and the varsity took a 12-11
first game of football Missoula had drubbing from the Aggies. The Bozeever seen. November 12, the Butte manltes led, 12-0 for the first half and
Business college triumphed 10-4 over then Bean scored. Allard made a
the state university’s initial football touchdown and Craig scored one goal.
eleven In 1897. Heyfron made Mon Heckler made 80 yards through the
tana’s only score. Between 800 and Aggie line.
Coach Bean had played football at
400 people were present and the re
ceipts were within two dollars of ex the University of Wisconsin.
DeWltt Peck who had played under
penses.
Pop Warner at Iowa State succeeded
The varsity started things out right
Bean as coach of the varsity.
by massing strength and center play
Season of 1901
and sent the state college back to
Bozeman with six points to 18. Hey
The Fort Shaw Indians won the
fron scored first and Kennett kicked opener, 5-0, with powerful Hue bucks
goal. Kennett scored again shortly i being effective. Allard and Marshall
afterwards. Bozeman made a touch were hurt. The Redmen made steady
down on an illegal forward pass but gains throughout the first halt to
it was permitted to pass- unprotested. count, while the varsity stood on the
Heyfron made a lQng run out of 20-yard line as the game ended.
bounds as the game ended.
A supposed-to-be Butte high school
The Mlssoulian’s regular reporter! eleveu in whose lineup five college
was unable to be present and the so -1 players were numbered, defeated the
ciety editor took his place. As “every | varsity, 25-11. Allard scored a touch
one in town who enjoys football saw down and Barnes kicked goal immedi
the game it is not reported in detail,” j ately after the game began. Allard
said the Missoulian.
then scored a safety and varsity led
One hundred and ten dollars was 11-0. The big Butte team then got
raised by subscription^ of the student under way to roll up 25 points. As a
body to secure the services of S er-| result of the ineligible men used, the
geant B. F. Seawright of Troop F, a game for November 9 was cancelled.
graduate of Stanford, as coach of the
The varsity was outweighed but
1898 team. Twenty players signed up | managed to win over Fort Missoula,
to come out three nights a week or 12- 0. Barnes kicked two goals scoring
pay a fine. Professor Smith h elped ' within seven minutes. The soldiers
coach and Storey also assisted Sea-1
wright.
A game at Helena of which no re
port can be unearthed ended, 6-5, in
the Helena team’s favor. Storey had |
a leg broken in this evidently vicious |
struggle.
Thanksgiving day, the Aggies took t
another licking, 16-0. Heckler gave
Allard a goal kick that bounced,
through, and in the second half, Mis
soula (so the unknown stalwart is
given credit) again scored and Allard
failed on the kick. Kennett and Lat
imer and Miller were outstanding
rushers, Allard a splendid fullback
and Kennedy, Heckler and Ebert also
Don’t forget — we’re still
received commendation. .
j
doing business a t the old
stamping grounds.
Helena defeated Bozeman and came [

WELCOME,
STUDENTS!

to Missoula to lose 6-0 by forfeit for
alleged unsportsmanlike conduct and
an “element of rowdyism.”
Tbe Aggies succumbed, 6-0, in a!
game of which no account whatsoever
can be unearthed.
Season of 1899 .
The season of 1899 was a dark one j
for the state university. Few experi
enced players returned and tbe new I
coach (Guy Cleveland, of whom n o|
biographical material whatsoever is I
remembered by any ancient) was
handicapped Immensely.
Anaconda was the only opponent l
played according to the Kaimin files

MONTANA

KAIMIN
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advanced to the three-yard line once. . The Northwest conference was team won from the high school, 10-0.
Hay and H eckler counted the touch formed with nine schools as members.
Season of 1991
downs. Marcyes starred.
Four-year players were barred.
The same deplorable lack of news
Season of 1902
Season of 1908
paper publicity given to sports con
Only three veterans turned out for
Coach H. B. Connlbear, later crew tinued throughout 1904 and little be
Coach DeWltt Peck's first practice on coach at Washington, took over the yond scores can be found.
October 11, and 22 men were numbered duties with Tipton Napton as manager.
The university defeated the state
out in suits.
The School of Mines won the first college at Missoula, 79-0, to hand the
The School o f Mines won the fir s t!game of the season, 19-0, at Missoula Aggies the worst beating in all history.
game, 16-0, with Kennett out of the and won at Butte, 23-0. The varsity The School of Mines with a strong
varsity lineup. The visitors had been was outclassed In age, weight and ex team had only won, 32-0. The score
defeated by the state college but far perience but permitted only one score at half time was 23-0. Coach Connl
outweighed Montana.
bear had little success getting straw
In the second half.
The university second team and
The University of Idaho won, 28-0 to cover the gridiron, and keep oft the
Helena high battled to a tie. The sec at Moscow. Four touchdowns were snow.
onds dominated.
The university won 5-0 from the
scored in the first half and one in the
The Missoula football team com second in a game in which Montana Utah Aggies at Logan.
posed of former players won, 10-5, could make no gain.
Season of 1905
from the varsity. Lack of weight lost
Said tile Missoulian October 29—
Washington State college won 34-0
for Montana. Sloane and Smith were at Pullman.
"It's the same old story. The uni
co-stars.
Fort Missoula was defeated 11-0 in versity was defeated at Pullman by
McPhail won the punting medal of a tuneup game before the Aggies were Washington State, 8-6. The local boys
fered to the squad’s best all-around engaged tor Thanksgiving. The Btate were clearly outclassed.”
kicker by the coach and Watters re college proved much too strong and
Montana was beaten 42-0 by th e
ceived the medal for general excel won, 13-6.
University of Utah which averaged 12
lence.
The university second team won pounds heavier and made most of its
The state college won 38-0, Thanks 25-0 at Deer Lodge over the Deer yardage on tackle charges and end
giving day. The Farmers averaged 16 Lodge team coached by DeWltt Peck, runs. The score at the half was 18-0.
pounds heavier per man. It was the former coach, and turned about to win
The second team beat Butte high,
sixth game in the series, the first three 29-0 at home. The university boys 6-0. Joe Farrell starred.
having been won in succession by the were slightly heavier and had better
Fort Shaw Indians were snowed
state university.
teamwork and interference. The third under by the largest score piled up In

Missoula, 88-0. The game was entirely was recently transferred to the Asso
too one-sided to be interesting. M e-1ciated Press offices in Denver.
Phail kicked 13 goals while Cary, fleetfooted back, and McLeod and L. Green-1
ough were other stars.
j
OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
(To Be Continued)
j
RECOMMENDATION
|
Wilfred Fehlhaber, ’27, who for the
last several years has been night ed
itor of the Associated Press in Helena,

| Metropole Barber Shop j
J Basement B. & 11. Jewelry Store j
1

Sororities and
Fraternities. ..
'

No doubt you will be purchasing supplies in a short time, and
when you do your selections will be based on quality and
price. Call now and inquire about our merchandise.

J. R. DAILY, Inc.
Phone 2181

MODEL MARKET

MISSOULA MARKET

Phone 2835

Phone 2197

R ip e b b m e - g r o w n to b acco s
jf
|
i
1
S

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
IS UNIVERSITY NIGHT
— At the —

ParkHotel

W e begin with the right
kinds o f mild ripe Domestic
tobaccos. Then we age and
mellow them like rare wines
for flavor and taste.

Next we add just the right
kinds and the right amounts
of Turkish tobaccos to give
Chesterfield the "seasoning”
that helps to make them taste
better.

Hello Everybody..
. . . . W e’re Glad to
See You Again . . . .
, Finally we "weld” these
tobaccos together the Chest
erfield way— different from
any other—to make Chester
field a milder better-tasting
cigarette.

. . . and we want to remind
you that when you want a
frock that is just a little
different. . . or a formal
with distinction and chic
. . ; Priess* is the place to
look for it.

It takes good things to
MONDAY

3 r ie s s
R E A D Y -T O -W E A R

ROSA
P O N SE L L E

WEDNESDAY
N IN O
M ARTINI

SATURDAY
CRETE
STUECKCOLD

KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS

7 P. M.

( m . T.) — COLUMBIA NETWORK

make good things

is i

substitute for mUdfj^etobacco

THE
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Lockridge, Stevensville; Helen Leary,
Butte: Eleanor Lux, Great Falls;
Irene Morrow, Fort Benton; Jean Mc
Kenzie, Missoula; Dorothy O’Brien,
Butte; Helen Perry, Missoula; Mar
(C ontinued fro m P ag e One)
jorie Stewart, Sioux Falls, S. D.;
San Diego, Calif.; Carl Turnqulst, Kathleen Tubbs, Missoula; Josephine
Gold Creek; Bern Pfunder, Ames, Ridley.
Kappa Alpha Theta
iIowa; Carl Spetz, Whitehall; Loren
Commence | Hutchinson, Rochester, N. Y.; Gerald June Blankenhorn, Great Falls; Peg Engineer-Inspector Is to Remain
Varsity Squad Due to
Merrick, Dayton, Ohio; Harry Robin Carpenter, Billings; Genevieve Clary,
In Missoula Until Work
Annual Practice Sessions
son, Livingston; Donald Smart, Har- Great Falls;
Frankie Davenport,
Is Completed
In Early November
lowton; Clarence Parsons, Harlowton; Butte; Peg DavlB, Butte; Iris Fear,
Dean Doak, Twin Bridges.
Poplar; Virginia Flanagan, Great
M. Leland Kingsley, United States
"Basketball for freshman players
Sigma Nu
Falls; Joan Giacobazzi, Klein; Betty government resident engineer-inspec
who are not turning out for freshman
Charles Dobson, Missoula; Jess Hazen, Missoula; Joye Johnson, Mis tor, is in Missoula to supervise the
football will start approximately Oc Grantier, Salt Lake City; Harley Goss, soula; Virginia Lucy, Missoula; Mar construction of the Student Union
tober 20,” Coach A. J. Lewandowskl Williams, Ariz.; Magnus Aasheim, Mis garet Lundeen, Poplar; Helen Norris, building on the campus. Work on the
told a large number of freshmen who soula; Lloyd Hayes, Helena; Don Missoula; Rosemary O’Brien, Butte; building began July 24 when President
were present at a special meeting held Cummings, Great P alls; Dick Thomp Jean Paul, Deer Lodge; Jane Prentice, C. H. Clapp turned the first shovel of
Friday for basketball players.
son, Butte; Ryland Janes, Miles City; Great Falls; Helen Purdy, Havre; dirt at the opening ceremonies.
Each man present registered for Ernie Ceseranl, Butte; Max St. John, Gladys Staffanson, Deer Lodge; Maude
Mr. K ingsley will be In Missoula
basketball, either for this fall quarter Stevensville; Howard Mooney, Judith Teegarden, Shelby; Elizabeth Weber,
until the work is completed, which he
or after winter quarter starts if he Gap; Jack Pltzgarald, Stevensville; Livingston.
thinks will take from 12 to 16 months.
was turning out for football this fall. Jimmy Paulson, Sand Coulee; Robert
Alpha Phi
During the last three years he has
Practice is starting earlier than usual Schwartz, Bozeman; Jack Hawker,
Marion Brown, Butte; Margaret been with the United States treasury
this year in order that the freshmen Hamilton; John Swift, Missoula; Mur
Cook, Missoula; Bernice Dotseth, department and the Department of the
may offer stiffer competition to the ray Johnston, Anaconda; Peter Har
Great Falls; Eileen Helland, Glendive; Interior. He has designed all the
varsity squad which will start prac rington, Anaconda.
Peggy Holmes, Helena; Marion Kim buildings and bridges for the CWA and
tice approximately November 1.
Phi Delta Theta
ball, Billings; Mary Leichner, Mis
Many promising freshman basket
Ed Bolton, Billings; Ted Garllngton, soula; Clara May Lynch, Billings;
gusta; Verna Smith, Billings.
ball players who have registered for Missoula; Charles Kellogg, Missoula;
Jean Mueller, Missoula; Montana
Alpha XI Delta
school were, not at the meeting so a Richard Bodine, Livingston; Charles
Nimbar, Miles City; Dorothea Nelson,
Hilda Harter, Forsyth; Emma Lo
complete list of material is not avail Robbins, Butte; Raleigh Kraft, Bill Glendive; Elizabeth Ruffcorn, Glas
gan,
Missoula;
Jessie Strait, Fort Mis
able. Those present w ere:
ings; Rod Cooney, Helena; Claude gow; Virginia Sanders, Missoula; Mar
soula; Nola Stutz, Forsyth; Vera May
Edmund Bolton, Billings; Cal Battey, Bradford, Livingston; Roger Clapp,
garet Stewart, Billings; Beulah StorWoodard, Missoula; Ruth Marie BultBillings; Douglas Brown, Butte; Fred Butte; Henry Dion, Glendive; James
dock, Missoula; Jane Walker, Glasgow.
man, Deer Lodge; Laura Hurd, Glas
Currie, Missoula; John Castles, Su Dion, Glendive;
Leroy Seymour,
Sigma Kappa
gow; Martha Briggs, Glasgow.
perior;
Bill
Coconougher,
Twin Butte; Robert Paul, Butte; Doug
Lois Anderson, Missoula; Doris GilAlpha Delta PI
Bridges; Frederick Cyr, Hot Springs; Brown, Butte; Robert Stephenson,
kerson, Shelby; Dorothy Lee Gold
Thelma Brown, Bozeman; Jean
Dean Doak, Twin Bridges; Ed Erland- Butte; Faye Leihy, Billings; Sam
smith, Butte; Genevieve Hamor, Mis
Flynn,
Butte;
Mary McGlnley, K alis
son, Missoula; Bill Eschwig, White- Parker Butte.
soula; Lucille Helean, Missoula; Jean
pell; Jeanette Piso, Butte; Wanlyn
fish; Tom Nox, Billings; Geno Fopp, .
Alpha Tail Omega
Klrly, Missoula; Harriet Hammond,
Somers; Grant Flagg, Galata; John
Bob McLaughlin, Missoula; Russell Missoula; Mary Mudd, Missoula; Mary Johnson, Missoula; Helen Butka, Glen
dive; Carol Olson, Helena.
Forssen, Missoula; Curtis Flint, Phil- Swartz, Missoula; Thomas Kerin, Mis
E. 'McDonald, Missoula; Lola NewKappa Delta
ipsburg; Bob Farmer, Deer Lodge; soula; Robert Brand, Wibaux; Persh
house, Shelby; Grace Nelson, Shelby;
Dorothy Dali, Valler; Jean Kennedy,
Jim Garrison, Fort Benton; Bob Ham ing ’Pankey, Virginia City; Herbert
Mary O’Hearn, Duluth, Minn.; Nita
Philipsburg; Dorothy Rowe, Missoula;
ilton, Missoula; Bob Healy ,Missoula; Combs, Columbus; Fred Holbrook,
Pitman, Helena; Daphne Remington,
Alice Woodgerd, Missoula; Florence
Reid Hamilton, Missoula; Bob Hile- Butte; Milton Garrison, Fort Benton;
Belt, and Audrey Beal, Anaconda.
Gray, Missoula: Catherine Deegan,
man, W hitefish; Barton Hahn, Darby; Orville Lang, Missoula; James Bishop,
Delta Delta Delta
Missoula.
William Jennings, Dillon; Verne John Wolf Point; Charles Mandervllle, Col
Patricia Brennan, Sidney; Bess
son; Poison; Raleigh Kraft, Billings; umbus; Carl Chambers, Billings; Tom
Carlson, Grant; Roberta Daniels, Deer
Leonard Knufkon, Galata; Franklin Fox, Billings; Fred Currie, Missoula;
Lodge; Babby Deal, Lewlstown; Sadie
Kilpatrick, Middlepoint, N. Y.; Fay Bob O'Malley, Butte.
Those Distinctive Centerpieces
Ford, Jackson; Mary Balias Good,
Leilv, Billings; John Marsh, Billings;
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Come From
Bonner; Jean Fritz, Missoula; Eleanor
James Miller, Cut Bank; Bill Mill,
Wendell Jones, Missoula; Cyril Larson, Missoula; Margaret Lynch,
Butte; James Montgomery, Kalispell; Branch, Fergus Falls, Minn.; Howard
Highwood; Jean Romunstad, LewisArchie Minde, Libby; Charles Miller, Hunt, Butte; Earl Helm, Noxon; Andy
town; Peggy Ross, Bonner; Shirley
Anaconda; Nick Mariana, Miles City; Cowan, W ilsall; Jack Wulfe, Butte;
Sandbo, Stanford.
Frank Nelson, Harden; Alan O’Kelly, Kenneth Ingram, Crow Agency; Wil
Where the Latest Is Always
Alpha Chi Omega
Shown First
Butte; Bill Ogg, Missoula; William liam Jennings, Dillon; James Miller,
Lucille Alsop, Big Timber; Loraine
Olson, Whitehall; William Peterson, Cut Bank; John Shelton, Noxon;
Coy, Laurel; Maybelle Erickson, B ill
Long Beach, California; Bob Paul, Hiram Lapham, Dillon; Vincent PenOrchids, Gardinias and
ings; Edna .Holding, Missoula; Mar
Butte; Clarence Parsons, Harlowton; |dleton, Dillon; B. Eschwig, Whitefish
Artistic Corsages at
garet Deschemaeker, Fromberg; Lu
Bob Peterson, Libby; Norris Quam,
The new pledges of sororities are;
Lowest Prices
cille Jacobsen, Missoula; Jane LeGreat F a lls; Harry Robinson, LivingsKappa Kappa Gamma
Claire, Billings; Blanche Sparks, Auton; David Schwartz, Bozeman; Paul
Ruth Austin, Idaho Falls, Idaho;
Szahach, Missoula; Frank Therrlault, Mary Jane Brown, Havre; Betty Calk
Missoula; 'Russell Thorp, Anaconda; ins, Missoula; Denise Duncan, B ill
Paul Chumrau, Anaconda; Donald ings; Helen Flint, Missoula; Ada
Vaupel, Saco; Wayne Wells, St. Regis; Forsythe, Cleveland, Ohio; Kathleen
GET ACQUAINTED WITH
John Wallin, Rosebud; Stanley Young, Holmes, Missoula; Mary Lou Hay,
Kalispell; Jacob Vanderzanden, Chi Billings; Ruth Klopfer, Billings; Mar
cago, 111.
garet Lucy, Missoula; Mary Leaphart,
|M issoula; Marjorie Lemire, Ronan;
“A Good Place to Trade”
|E dith Matheson, Billings; Jean Mc;Conochie, B illings; Olive McLeod, Mis
soula; Patricia MacDonald, Butte;
Charlotte Randall, Missoula; Betty
Schultz, Great Falls; Colleen Shaw,
Missoula; Mary Lou Tobin, Billings;
Dorothy Gray Toiletries
Whitman’s Candies
Eleanor Walker, Los Angeles; Jean
Eaton’s Writing Papers
Forestry School and State Forestry Wilkins, Billings; Virginia Lou Walt
ers, Missoula.
Department Publication
Waterman and Parker Pens
Delta Gamma
Augments XU A
The Best in Imported and American Perfumes
Geraldine Ade, Deer Lodge; Ruth
To assist lumbermen in applying the Avery, Missoula; Arnetus May Baker,
NRA code to their operations, the state Livingston; Dorotha Buck, Stevens
university forestry school and the ville; Ann Carey, Missoula; Cora
State Forestry department have pub Dickenson, California; Marjorie Enlished the bulletin, "Application of steness, Missoula; Mary Findlater,
Selective Logging to a Ponderosa Pine Missoula; Kathryn Harrington, Butte;
Operation in Western Montana.” This Anna May Hyder, Philipsburg; Doryce

Social Groups Gain
Frosh Start
Many New Pledges
Hoop Work
This Month

Kingsley Is
Supervisor
O f Building
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Corwlth plant, Chicago, and the Sulphrage & company store, London,
England. He has supervised the con
struction of many other buildings and
of two large generating stations. He
was one of the original engineers of
the Titan Irrigation project at Yak
ima, Washington. Mr. Kingsley re
ceived his bachelor of science degree
from Michigan State college.

Billings Polytechnic Institute is the

K. M. Fountain Lunch

GREETINGS .
-T o OLD AND NEW STUDENTS

The Western Montana
National Bank
Missoula, Montana

ForY our R oom
A t the D orm
Come In and see our inexpensive
pictures, frames, book ends, ash
trays, etc. We can supply all
yonr needs at a very small c o s t

(Ramey’i Former Location)

SANDWICHES— LUNCHES
Special Dally Complete Plate Lunch

25c

M cK A Y
A R T CO.

The M E R C A N T IL E »»
« « MISSOULA’S OLDEST, LARGEST AND BEST STORE

Welcomes
Uof M
Students

The Garden City
Floral

EFORE y o u buy your new clothes
you should get a line on what best
dressed university men are wearing.
Our job is to see that you are properly
dressed. Our style authorities see that
we get the right information. That’s
why we can tell you exactly what you
should weaF at the U of M and it costs
you no more. Illustrated below are some
of the styles smartly dressed university
men will wear this Fall. Look ’em over
. . . see for yourself.

B

Peterson Drug Company

Forestry Bulletin
Edited to Assist
Lumber Industry

was prepared by I. V. Anderson, as
sociate forester in the Northern Rocky
Mountain Forest and Range Experi
ment station.
The purpose of the bulletin is to
assist lumbermen to Belect profitable
from unprofitable trees in logging op
erations. The object of Article 10 of
the code is to leave as many small,
unprofitable trees standing in order
that the forests may still be produc
tive at a later date. This bulletin
points out that it does not pay the
lumbermen to cut small trees.
Through experiments carried on, Mr.
Anderson found that small trees were
more expensive to log and produced a
much poorer grade of lumber than the
larger trees. The data contained in
the bulletin shows that it is econom
ically unprofitable for the lumbermen
to cut the small trees.

only Montana school enrolled In, the
latter organization.

To Hold Convention

Four seniors hare been appointed on
the senior announcement committee by
Cal Emery, president of the class of
1936. They are; Willie Clary, Great BUIlngs Polytechnic Is Only State
School In Organization
F alls; Jean Gordon, Hamilton; A1
Heller, Twin Bridges; George Sayatovlch, Anaconda, and Dick Shaw, Mis
Scores of college newspaper repre
soula.
sentatives w ill be present this year at
the first annual joint convention of
FERA carried on in Sliver Bow and the Associated Collegiate Press and
Deer Lodge counties during the last the National College Press association
which will be held In Chicago, October
two yearB.
11 to 13.
Prior to his work with the Federal
These two organizations are em
government, Mr. Kingsley was associ
ated with the architect firm of Gra ployed In the task of supplying to their
association
members, news and fea
ham, Anderson, Brost and White of
Chicago. He was with this firm for ture material of other campuses, and
22 years and during that time designed the Associated Collegiate Press pub
the 48-story Equitable building, New lishes a rotogravure section to accom
York; the Marshall Fields store build pany the newspapers which belong to
ing, Chicago; the Crane company the association.

TH EY’VE A R R IV E D ! The New Fall

PH O N E 2442

RAINBOW BARBER AND
BEAUTY SHOP
136 Higgins Ave.
Missoula, Mont.
Marcelling
Shampooing
Permanent Waving
H airc u ttin g by E x p ert, Licenced O perators

KIRKHBAUM
CLOTHES
Faultlessly Fashioned . . . Big Values

GREETINGS

TheBlairStudio
AT OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
221 North Higgins
Guaranteed Photo Finishing
8-Honr Service
FINE PORTRAITS
SCENIC VIEWS of CAMPUS
FRAMING

Patronize Kalmln Advertisers

WELCOME
Freshmen and Former
Students

M odern as tomorrow’s
airplanes—these Suits and
Topcoats from one of
America’s best-known
makers. There’s some
thing about them you’ll
classify as "different.’’
Authentically styled, they
come in a wide range
of patterns, shades and
weaves. See (hem—you’ll
say "Okay, Kirschbauml”

SPORT-SWING salts In Harris
and Donegal tweed. Shetlonds
in sm all herringbone patterns.
These come with
IO C
extra t rousers..................... A e l

BAL-MAC and other raglon
lop-coats w ill get a big compos
play. These come In rich nnbby
tweeds—checks and
$O C
overplalds..-........................ A t l

WRAPAROUNDS — Here’s a
top-coat th at gives you a smart
swagger air and no trouble be
cause It has no buttons $ 0 0 6 0
to fool with............ ........

PULLOYER sweaters with crew
uml V-necks,
$050
newest patterns.....................

SHIRTS In fancy patterns with
button-down, eyelet or $ 0 0 0
plain collars............. ........ A

CHALK STRIPE worsted suits,
double$OAOO
*1”
breasted....... ...... .........

GLOVE LEATHER jackets with
zipper fronts,
$1760
slash pockets.......................

TIES In silk and rough
fabrics.... i.... —- ....... .

$109

UNFINISHED WORSTEDS in
phantom
$1 O '”
checks............................... •*•«/

$ 24.50
$ 29.50
GUARANTEE
The fabrics in KIRSCHDAUM
FALL CLOTHES are POSITIVELY GUARANTEED to
be 1 0 0 * P U R E WOOL.

O

ROGERS’ CAFE
138 North Higgins Ave
B. F. (RED) ROGERS, Manager
Formerly Chef at Peek’s Fountain Lunch

Ou

The Sport Shop
Hammond Arcade Building '
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